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Woolwich
to reopen
Elmira
splash pad
Township will offer day
camps this summer as
province loosens rules
BY STEVE KANNON
skannon@woolwichobserver.com

Summer arrives this weekend,
bringing with it some hot and
humid weather, but it will be
another few weeks before relief
arrives in the form of the opening
of the splash pad in Elmira.
In opting to reopen the facility,
Woolwich is bucking the trend
in most Ontario municipalities,
however. But it’s a position adopted by others in the Waterloo
Region.
With the province’s phase-two
rules allowing recreation facilities such as pools to reopen,
Woolwich is looking at July 6 to
have the water flowing again. The
township will also allow access
to sports fields, and plans to offer day camps this summer. All
of the moves will be subject to
new health and safety measures
in response to the coronavirus
situation.
The reopening plan was endorsed by councillors meeting
June 16.
Residents are finding ways of enjoying quarantine as much as they can. With the reopening of the GRCA’s Woolwich dam and reservoir, people are taking to the water to enjoy activities such as
canoeing and fishing. [DAMON MACLEAN]

ORDER ONLINE OR BY PHONE
519-888-9992

www.stonelandscapes.ca/shop
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We’re Making a
Difference to Keep
Each Other Safe
from COVID-19
As businesses begin to reopen, we all need
to continue our efforts to protect each other.

2m

Practice physical
distancing.
Stay two metres
away from others

Wear a face
covering when
physical distancing
is a challenge

Wash hands
thoroughly and
often

Inside or out, stay safe. Save lives.
Learn more at ontario.ca/coronavirus
Paid for by the Government of Ontario
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

PAVING ON TAP
Creating community connections
starts and ends with our readers.
News tips are always welcome.
Phone: 519-669-5790 ext 103
Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

Woolwich will spend just shy of $2 million on resurfacing work over the summer, this week awarding a contract to Brantco Construction. Maintenance paving will
be carried out on Brown Thrasher Court and Purple
Martin Court in Elmira. Resurfacing work is scheduled
for Chilligo Road (from Kossuth Road to Fife Road),
Menno Street (from 100m East of Lonsdale Road to
600m East of Lonsdale Road), and Middlebrook Road
(from Highway 86 to Middlebrook Place).

Operations at Elmira’s Crompton Co. have been suspended as investigators scramble to determine the
cause of a fire at the Erb Street facility last weekend.
Billowing black smoke virtually covered the sky over
Elmira Saturday after a wastewater storage tank
containing the solvent nonene erupted into flames.
From the June 19, 2005 edition of The Observer

Security company allowed to issue tickets at Snyder's Flats
point the security services
as ticket-issuers is expected
to be passed June 23, with a
starting fine of $20.
Rockway Holdings has
become increasingly concerned about trespassers
on its properties at 1236
and 1277 Snyder’s Flats Rd.,
one of which is home to a
small gravel pit operation.

Councillors meeting by
video conference June 16
agreed to a request from
an adjacent landowner,
Rockway Holdings Ltd.,
to grant ticketing power
to Jaide Security Services.
The property is already
being patrolled for trespassers.
A formal bylaw to ap-

BY STEVE KANNON
skannon@woolwichobserver.com

Those illegally parking
around Snyder’s Flats in
Bloomingdale will soon
be subjected to fines, as
Woolwich council this
week cleared the way for a
private security company
to issue tickets.

Even when the conservation area and the road
itself were closed due to
the coronavirus situation,
people continued to flock
to the site, often parking on
private property. The company has since fenced off
a number of spots where
visitors were parking.
“Visitors are many, but

Former Sugar King
signs AHL contract
HOCKEY NEWS

Adam Brubacher signs with the New York Islanders AHL affiliate
deal with the Connecticut-based club.
“It definitely feels pretty
good. My father played professionally for the Rangers
for a little bit, and over
in Europe and continued
there. It’s one of my goals
to continue to play hockey
as long as I can, and it’s
obviously [been] a lifelong
goal. But, it’s nice to see
that come to fruition and
know that all of my hard
work [has] paid off over
these past 22 years playing
hockey,” said Brubacher.
“It’s great to finally have
something to show for it.”
The former Sugar King
recently graduated from
the Rochester Institute
of Technology, where he
played NCAA hockey, a
path he has long since
wanted to follow. His time
playing has taken him to
development camps with
teams like the Vancouver
Canucks and the Islanders,
where he was able to see
just what it took to play at
the NHL level. It took some
time, but his hard work

BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Hockey is on hold just
now, but Elmira’s Adam
Brubacher will be going
pro when it resumes. He’s
signed with the Bridgeport Sound Tigers, the
American Hockey League
affiliate of the New York
Islanders.
It’s a big deal for a guy
who grew up loving the
sport and is now following in the footsteps of his
father, who played professional hockey after being
drafted by the New York
Rangers in the early ’70s.
Getting on the ice when
he was only two years old,
Brubacher has fond memories of waking up early on
weekends and getting to
the rink before it was even
open so he could skate and
practice without anyone
else around. It “was always
in the back of his mind”
to be able to get into big
leagues and play against
some of his favourite players, now his years of work
have paid off as he got a

HOCKEY | 04

parking spots are few,” said
township clerk Val Hummel Tuesday night.
Where Rockway was
looking for the power to
write tickets on its property, Hummel noted that
simply allowing that might
just push the problem up
the road to the Bloomingdale Mennonite Church

NO PARKING | 05
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St. Jacobs BIA turns to
township to solve lack
of public washrooms
BY STEVE KANNON
skannnon@woolwichobserver.com

Adam Brubacher signed with the Bridgeport Sound Tigers. [SEAN HEEGER]

and the community centre.
To avoid that scenario, the
bylaw will give the security
firm the right to ticket on
the whole length of Snyder’s Flats Road.
Coun. Patrick Merlihan
suggested people be allowed to park at the community centre, asking if

Now that they’re coming,
the focus has turned to
going.
The easing of the coronavirus lockdown has
seen visitors return to
St. Jacobs, but a lack of
public washrooms has
the village’s business
group scrambling to find
a solution. The Business
Improvement Area (BIA)
board of management is
hoping Woolwich Township can help.
“We have an urgent need
for public washrooms in
the village,” board member
Bob Wilbur told councillors
meeting online Tuesday
night.
The lack of public facilities is an enduring issue,
the tourist area having long
relied on private businesses to provide washrooms
to visitors. Now, with some
operations still shutdown
due to the COVID-19 crisis and others expressing
health and safety concerns,
the shortage has come to a
head.

“With the farmers’
market now open and the
weather improving, we
are seeing a significant
increase in visitor traffic in
the village. Although this
is welcome relief for local
businesses, the absence of
public washrooms is a major issue. The businesses
that are open now are having difficult conversations
with visitors about this
every day, creating a less
than desirable visitor experience,” the board said in a
letter to council.
Once a major landlord
in the village, Mercedes
Corp. had long looked after
providing access to washrooms in locations such as
its Stone Crock Restaurant.
Now that the company has
sold off its assets, that coordinated effort is no longer in effect, Wilbur said,
noting a new approach has
been on the radar for a long
while, but never addressed.
“There were questions
being asked. The issue is
not going to go away.”
The BIA is proposing a
couple of options. The first
WASHROOMS | 05
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FREE DELIVERY | 10 Church St. W., Elmira 519.669.8282

Always Fast, Friendly & Professional Services
• Compression Stockings (Standard & Customized
• Compounding
• Compliance Packaging
• Free Blood Pressure Check
• Free Blood Glucose Monitor & Teaching
Samer Mikhail
Pharmacist | Owner
• Ostomy & Home Health Care
*See store for details.

OPEN: Mon. to Fri. 9am - 7pm; Saturday 9am - 4pm; Closed Sundays
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 HOCKEY: Former Sugar King ready
to take the next step in his career

Board puts hold on police program in its
schools in response to community concern
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

Money currently spent on a
police presence in Waterloo
Region schools may be reallocated to mental-health
resources for students, for
instance, in the wake of the
anti-racism movements
that have erupted since last
month.
Meeting online Monday
evening, Waterloo Region
District School Board trustees put on hold the school
resource officer (SRO) program under which regional
police provide constables
who act as liaisons with
schools and students. The
pause will continue until
a full review is carried out,
likely in the fall.
The decision followed
a call to defund police by
groups such as the African,
Caribbean and Black Network of Waterloo Region.
Director of education
John Bryant began the
conference by updating the
trustees and online viewers, saying,
“We would like to bring
forth a commitment ... we
really do have to listen and
to learn and understand
what our families and stu-

dents have experienced,
said director of education
John Bryant in starting this
week’s special meeting of
the board.
Deepa Ahluwalia, human
rights and equity advisor
for WDRSB, reported that
the ACB Network have
expressed four concerns
about the SRO program:
the safety of students, the
role of police in schools,
criminalization of student
behaviour, and diversion of
funds for student well being
and mental health to police.
Ahluwalia acts as a ‘bridge’
between community members and the school board.
With the killing of George
Floyd, an unarmed black
man in Minneapolis three
weeks ago, she said, protests
and riots in favour of the
Black Lives Matter movement have placed our generation into a civil rights movement comparable to what
emerged from the 1960s.
Some students have reported to the ACB Network
that they feel unsafe with
police in their schools. A
student’s report explained
that when she was going
through a mental health
crisis, it was uncomfortable
to have an armed police

officer next to her in a time
of distress.
As well, she said, the
community feels having
police in schools encourages fear of punishment as
a motivation for good behaviour. Concerns include
school staff calling the SRO
for situations that did not
warrant police assistance.
Thirdly, without proper
training, there is a concern
that there will be anti-black
behaviour among officers.
The community has raised
questions about the training these officers have in
preparation for working
among racialized students.
Fears about a school-toprison pipeline have manifested through the collection of data on reports of
suspension to expulsion
from school boards in the
surrounding areas.
The board, however, says
it does not collect such information.
Those she’s talked to in
the community, said Ahluwalia, argue money that
goes into the SRO program
should be redistributed to
mental health resources for
students. The ACB Network
believes that if society were
more proactive in their

FROM 03

funding resources and prioritized up-street prevention, police surveillance
would be lowered.
“We know anti-black
racism exists operating in
education because of the
outcomes we see for black
students in the province.
This includes a disproportionate number of members ACB being streamed
into lower academic paths,
higher expulsion and suspension rate, and lower
rates of involvement in
school leadership opportunities,” said Ahluwaila.
The goal of the ACB community is not to simply dismantle the police force but
to work to create education
about systemic anti-black
racism and to create the
next steps in policing.
The Waterloo Regional
Police Service’s school
resource officer program
consists of 10 constables
assigned to high schools
and elementary schools in
the region with the intent
of developing a positive
relationship between youth
and police, reduce youth
victimization and partner
with school staff to address
student, family and school
issues.

paid off as the Islanders
gave him the chance to
shine and play the game
he loves at an even higher
level.
His career is moving
forward, but it all began at
the small arena in Elmira
watching the Sugar Kings
play when he was younger. Some days he says he
wasn’t really interested
in the game, but he grew
into the dream of playing
for his local team. Once he
achieved that, he felt the
need to keep pushing himself and make playing the
game he loves into a career
of which he can be proud.
While most big sports
leagues are looking to
come back at some point
in the near future and
finish the season they
had to put off because of
the COVID-19 lockdown,
Brubacher knows it’s going
to be a long summer for
him while he waits to get
back on the ice. During his
time off, he hopes restrictions get lifted so he can
get back on the ice and do
group training in the gym.
For now, he says he stays
active by riding the bike,
running and doing bodyweight workouts.
Brubacher said he is
extremely happy to have a

Adam Brubacher has continued
training through the shutdown.

team interested in his skills
and giving him the chance
to show what he can do. He
says it is of course a dream
to play for the Toronto Maple Leafs – a team only an
hour away from his hometown – and it is something
that would be cool for him
down the road.
For those who may follow his career and want
to tread a similar path, he
encourages them to keep at
it and enjoy the game.
“Some days are gonna be
your better days (and) some
days are gonna be tougher.
Some days you might feel
like you don’t belong there,
you aren’t good enough,
that kind of thing and
I’ve definitely had those
thoughts,” said Brubacher.
“I think just keep putting in
the work, keep doing what
others won’t to get to the
next level.”

Be Kind To Those Protecting
Themselves & Others

Reminder: Dispose used paper surgical masks in the garbage.
Subscribe to this website if you are
looking for regular updates on COVID19

#RespectTheMask
woolwich.ca/COVID19
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 WASHROOMS: Portable toilets may
be part of a short-term solution
FROM 03

involves renting portable
toilets to be placed in four
locations around the village, at an estimated cost of
$1,000 per month. The second would involve paying
three business locations to
open the washrooms, paying for twice-daily cleanings, with a price tag of
approximately $3,000 per
month for each spot.
The group is looking for
the township to cover the
costs, or much of it.
Wilbur noted that the
municipality pays for public washrooms in two nearby tourist communities,
Elora and Stratford.
Whatever the solution,
the village needs one
quickly, says BIA chair Edward Denyer
“When it’s time to go,
it’s time to go – we can’t
be turning these people
away.”
Coun. Scott McMillan argued a big, blue porta-pot-

ty may not be the image St.
Jacobs wants to present.
“The porta-potty experience is not going to be
great,” Wilbur acknowledged.
But that route would be
quick and most cost-effective than the other option.
“We may have to bite the
bullet and get through the
summer,” he added, noting
portable toilets may not be
the long-term solution.
Councillors asked staff to
look into options, including making use of portable
toilets already being rented
by the township and estimating costs of having the
units cleaned regularly, either by township staff or a
contractor. A cost-sharing
deal with the BIA is also on
the agenda, with a report
expected at next week’s
council meeting.
“We do need to help our
businesses,” said McMillan.

 SNYDER'S FLATS: Long-term
solution to parking falls to GRCA
FROM 03

that would be a problem.
Not today, Hummel noted, as the centre is not in
use, but if rentals resume
in a few weeks, then there
will be a problem. The
township wants to avoid
people getting in the habit
of parking there, she said.
Ward 3 Coun. Larry Shantz, who lives in
Bloomingdale, added that
people parking in that lot
are likely to simply let their
dogs run nearby rather
than take the long hike
to the conservation area,
resulting in more mess in
the community park and
sports fields.
The likelihood of that
scenario was part of a June
9 inspection of the area,
Hummel noted in a report
to councillors.
During that daytime
visit to the site, staff took
note of a car parked in the
Bloomingdale Community
Centre parking lot with two
people seen playing on the
sports field with their dog.
Two cars were parked in
the church lot, with occupants of one vehicle clearly
about to embark on a trail
hike. And 53 cars parked
in the area closest to the
GRCA lands, most in areas
with clearly posted parking
restriction signage. A large
emergency vehicle may
have had difficulty getting
through the last 100 metres
closest to the GRCA lands,
she noted.
The township plans to
increase signage in conjunction with the ticketing
changes, indicating more
clearly where visitors can

C O M MUN IT Y N E WS | 05

 REOPENING: Township taking go-slow route with recreation offerings
FROM 01

Most recreation facilities, including the Woolwich Memorial Centre, will
remain closed, awaiting
phase three of the provincial government’s reopening strategy.
Despite some reservations, staff wanted to offer
some level of service this
summer rather than cancelling programs outright,
explained recreation director Ann McArthur.
The decision made, the
township doesn’t know
what to expect in the way
of response from the public, with McArthur noting
usage will depend on
people’s comfort level in
returning to programs and
facilities.
The range of options
is also constrained by
staffing numbers, as the
department now has just 18
people available – some 110
employees, many of them
part-timers such as life
guards, remain laid off.
When it reopens, the
splash pad will be staffed
to monitor the facility. A
number of changes, including the installation of
a fence, limits on numbers
and reduced hours will be
in effect.
“The pad typically sees
significant visitors daily

The splash pad will be fenced off to provide access control.

and staff feel it would be
impossible to maintain or
enforce physical distancing
of small children without
controlled access. Staff recommend controlled access,
a rotation of users limited
to 45 minutes each hour
to ensure the feature is
enjoyed by many. Staff will
clean and sanitize touch
points and washrooms regularly,” said McArthur in a
report to council.
The provisions will come
at a cost. Typical operating costs are $24,000 for a
16-week season, whereas
operating the facility for
just nine weeks will cost
$19,000.
Still, operating the
splash pad is more finan-

cially viable than the pool,
said McArthur.
“We wanted to offer
some level of service,” she
added of the decision to
operate some programs.
Looking at the costs,
and taking into account
the need for a fence, Coun.
Patrick Merlihan asked if
staff had looked at making
access control permanent,
with an eye on charging
for admission.
“It might be a good idea
to look at some kind of
charge,” added Coun. Larry
Shantz.
Such changes aren’t in
the works this summer,
however.
But the rules will see
limitations on the number

of users, with a 45-minute
time limit, after which staff
can clear the facility and
clean it.
Changes are also the
order of the day with the
townships day camps, offered in Breslau and Elmira.
The programs will be
scaled back, both in terms
of the number of participants and the range of
activities, in an attempt to
maintain physical distancing measures.
The decision to offer
a modified program was
made in consultation with
parents, said McArthur,
with everyone aware
there’s some risk.
“We can’t guarantee no
transmission, as we can’t
guarantee physical distancing,” she said.
“We are cognizant there
are additional risks in
providing programs to children however, are attempting to balance risk with
community benefit. As
you can imagine physical
distancing is more challenging with children.”
Sports fields will be available for practice sessions by
month’s end, with regular
team use awaiting clearance
from the province. Washroom facilities such as those
at Bolender Park in Elmira
are also set to reopen.

POLICE REPORT

and can’t park.
There are also issues
with people violating other
posted rules at the conservation area.
“Signage indicates dogs
are to be kept leashed, but
the area has a history of
being used as an unofficial
dog park. People also swim
and camp on the lands.
These uses are not permitted by the GRCA.”
Coun. Murray Martin
suggested looking at shutting down the entire conservation area, especially
in light of last weekend’s
near-drowning incident
that left a five-year-old girl
in critical condition.
For its part, Rockway is
proposing the permanent
closure of the Snyder’s
Flats Road west of the
church, noting it’s interested in a land swap with the
GRCA that would include
a new driveway into the
conservation area north of
the current location. Under
that plan, Rockway would
buy the closed portion of
Snyder’s Flats Road from
the township, effectively
joining its properties on
either side of the roadway.
Hummel noted a longterm solution to the parking issue is in the hands of
the GRCA.

Woman airlifted from scene of Weimer Line collision
JUNE 6
■ 7:00 PM | A 24-year-old St.
Jacobs woman was charged
with ‘race a motor vehicle –
stunt’ after being stopped by
Perth County OPP on Perth
Line 44 in the Township of
Perth East. Her vehicle was
observed to be travelling at
a high rate of speed, and the
driver was found to be going in
excess of 140km/h in a posted
80km/h zone. A seven-day
driving suspension and seven-day vehicle impoundment
were issued. The accused is
scheduled to appear at the
Ontario Court of Justice in
Stratford at a later date to
answer to the charge.
■ 8:00 PM | A 19-year-old
Kitchener driver was charged
with ‘speeding’ and ‘drive
vehicle or boat with cannabis
readily available’ after a traffic
stop on Highway 7 in the Township of Perth East. The driver
was issued provincial offences
notices for the charges.

JUNE 9
■ 8:15 AM | Perth County
OPP charged a New Hamburg
resident after a single-vehicle
collision on Perth Line 26 in the
Township of Perth East. Police,
Perth East Fire Department,
and Perth County Paramedic

A 51-year-old woman
riding a motorcycle was
airlifted to hospital Tuesday evening following a
collision on Weimer Line in
Wellesley Township.
Emergency crews responded to the scene about
6:30 p.m. A Toyota Corolla
operated by a 26-year-old
Wellesley man had been
travelling west on Weimar

Line when, attempting to
pass slow-moving farm
equipment as the vehicle
approached a hill, the Corolla struck the farm vehicle, lost control, and struck
the motorcycle.
The motorcyclist was
airlifted to an out-of-region
hospital with serious injuries. Both vehicles suffered
severe damage.

Weimar Line was closed
for several hours as members of Waterloo Regional
Police Service’s Traffic Unit
investigated.
The investigation is
ongoing, and charges are
pending. Anyone with information is asked to call
police at 519-570-9777 ext.
8856 or Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-8477.

Services responded to the
scene, where a vehicle had
struck a tree. The driver of
the vehicle was transported
to a local hospital with
non-life-threatening injuries.
The 60-year-old driver was
subsequently charged with
‘careless driving.’ The accused
is scheduled to appear at
the Ontario Court of Justice
in Stratford at a later date to
answer to the charges.

proximately $40,000. Anyone
with information regarding this
or any incident is asked to call
the OPP at 1-888-310-1122 or
online at www.opp.ca/reporting. Should you wish to remain
anonymous you can call Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477
(TIPS) or leave an anonymous
online message at http://hc-cs.
ca where you may be eligible
to receive a cash reward of up
to $2,000.

roadway not clear, overtaking
traffic.’ No injuries were
reported.

JUNE 11
■ 4:00 PM | Perth County
OPP are investigating after a
camper trailer was stolen from
a property in the Township of
Perth East. Sometime between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m., unknown
suspects stole a 2018 white
and black 31-foot Pioneer DS3
regular tow camper trailer
from a property on Perth Line
43. The trailer is valued at ap-

JUNE 13
■ 4:27 PM | Waterloo Regional Police responded to the area
of Pheasant and Barnswallow
drives in Elmira for a collision
involving two vehicles. A black
Dodge car was attempting to
turn left into a private drive
when a white Chevrolet truck
attempted to pass. The driver
of the white Chevrolet was
charged with ‘attempt to pass,

■ 6:00 PM | A five-year-old
girl in critical condition was
transported to a hospital
outside the region Saturday
evening after being pulled
from a pond in the area of Snyder’s Flats in Bloomingdale.
Waterloo Regional Police were
called to the area about 6 p.m.
on June 13.
■ 10:46 PM | Police responded to the area of Fountain
Street North in Breslau for
reports of a collision. When
emergency services arrived,
an injured man was located
and transported to a hospital
with serious injuries. The investigation is ongoing. Anyone
with information is asked to
contact Traffic Services at 519570-9777, ext. 8856.
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Council still undecided about reopening splash pad in Wellesley
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Wellesley residents may
have to find a new way
to cool off during the hot
days of summer, as township council remains undecided about opening the
local splash pad.
When the provincial
government moved into
phase two of its reopening
strategy, recreational facilities such as pools were
among those cleared for
use under new guidelines.
But township officials remain hesitant, weighing
their options.

Deliberating on the possibility of reopening the
splash pad, councillors
meeting Tuesday night via
video conference heard
a report from director of
recreation Danny Roth. He
outlined the rules set by
the province and recommendations from Region
of Waterloo Public Health.
Included in guidelines are
steps such as maintaining
social distancing between
all patrons and staff, disinfecting high-touch surfaces at least twice daily,
limiting the number of
people allowed in at once
and posting signs near en-

trances and visible areas.
Roth’s report offered
up three options: reopening with shorter hours,
reopening with shorter
hours and staff supervision, and shuttering the
facility for the summer.
After much discussion,
councillors put off a decision until they meet again
on June 30.
In either reopening
scenario, the splash pad’s
hours would be reduced
to 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. daily,
as opposed to the normal 9 a.m. – 8 p.m. The
number of patrons able to
use the pads at any given

time will be set at 31 to
maintain one person every seven square metres.
Some councillors balked
at such a high number of
people allowed inside and
suggested that they reduce
the number of patrons.
Under option one, staff
would not be able to guarantee the twice daily disinfecting standard – and
signage will indicate this
to the public. Staff would
also reserve the right to
shutdown the splash pad
in the event users don’t
follow the new rules.
Option two would see
additional staff hired for

two months to monitor the
splash pad and watch the
entrance, an added cost of
$6,000 for one employee
or $12,000 for two. The
guidelines for disinfecting
would also be met under
this option as they will
have the ability to shutdown the splash pad each
day for cleaning.
“In options one or two,
we would not be able to
open our splash pad until the beginning of July,
as we have a contractor
booked to complete the
transformation of our
splash pad from a closedloop system to a direct to

Local MPPs announce
$12 million to fund better
Internet connections
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Pam Derksen takes a break Tuesday at the Health Valley Trail alongside Charlie, Lucy, Caroline and their dog. They spent the afternoon enjoying the weather
having snacks and trying to catch minnows in the river.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

Public Health urges caution as reopening
continues; case numbers remain stable
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

Precautions against the
spread of the virus have to
be the “new normal” if the
region is to avoid a surge in
COVID-19 cases, according
to Waterloo Region’s acting
medical officer of health,
Dr. Hsiu-Li Wang.
Lower numbers have remained stable for the past
couple of weeks, with small
increases largely attributed
to more testing, she said in
a video briefing Tuesday.
“Testing has detected an
increased number of cases,
but that was to be expected,” said Wang of the expanded testing mandated
by the provincial government. Some 24,000 tests
have been carried out in
the region, with about five
per cent of those returning
positives.
At midweek, the total
number of cases stood at
1,221, of which 1,020 have
been resolved, a clearance
rate of 84 per cent. The
death toll has remained
at 115, with 95 of the lives
lost at long-term care and
retirement homes.
Outbreaks of COVID-19
had been recorded at 39

such institutional settings
in the region, but as of
today Public Health is
monitoring just one facility. Such outbreaks ranged
from just one positive test
to the hardest hit spot, Forest Heights Revera LTC in
Kitchener, where 247 cases
were discovered – 178 residents and 69 staff – and 51
people lost their lives.
“Overall, we are in a
much better place than we
were during our peak in
April. But the risk is still
present in our community,”
said Wang, stressing that
pandemic is not over.
With new cases reported
every day, COVID-19 continues to circulate in the
community, as witnessed
by increased testing.
“As restrictions are lifted
and more people interact
with others, we can expect
to see more cases reported.” Cases are likely to
spread in workplace locations, as well as childcare
facilities.
Among the daycare centres preparing to reopen is
the Elmira Childcare Centre, though there are some
hurdles to be cleared, said
chief administrative officer
Mike Muarry.

“That centre is complicated since it located in a
school. We have to make arrangements with the school
to get access to the site and
work around other people that are accessing the
school property,” he said.
All the childcare locations operated by the
region will now be operating at around 50 per cent
capacity. “What this will
mean is we will have higher
costs and lower revenues.”
Tuesday briefing, part of
a regional council session,
touched on making the
wearing of masks mandatory, in line with a directive
implemented in neighbouring Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph, where masks are
requiring in public locations
such as stores and transit.
Both Wang and Murray
recommended the wearing
of masks, but that will not
be made mandatory for the
time being.
“Some of us cannot wear
masks; ideally, the vast majority of us will wear masks
when we are in close proximity to others,” said Wang.
Despite loosened restrictions that expand
gatherings to up to 10
people, Wang recom-

mends that we continue
to avoid social gatherings.
The state of emergency
remains in effect until
June 30, which means
compliance, education,
and enforcement are still
actively being carried out
throughout the region.
At midweek, the Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph
(WDG) Public Health
reported 428 cased of
COVID-19 to date. Of those
cases, 315 have been resolved showing a recovery
rate of 73.5 per cent. There
have been 35 deaths in the
catchment area, a number
unchanged in the past couple of weeks.
The Ministry of Health
reports 32,744 cases of
the novel coronavirus in
Ontario, an increase of 0.6
per cent over the previous
day. There have been 2,550
deaths attributed to the
virus, representing a mortality rate of 7.8 per cent.
The ministry reports 27,784
cases (84.9 per cent) have
been resolved.
The latest numbers
from Health Canada show
99,467 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 nationwide, with
8,213 related deaths, a mortality rate of 8.3 per cent.

drain system. This work
is scheduled for late June
or the first week of July
and the work would be
completed in 1-2 days. If
opened, staff recommends
signage requesting patrons
time at the splash pad to
one hour,” said Roth in his
report.
The third option would
see the splash pad remaining closed for the summer.
This would bring budget
savings, as there would be
no costs for staff or utility
bills.
Councillors will be seeking more details ahead of a
decision at month’s end.

The Internet has become
a vital tool, necessary to
the everyday lives of most
people around the region
and across the province. The
coronavirus pandemic has
only made it more clear that
having a strong and reliable
Internet connection is needed by almost everyone, as
we’ve shifted from the office
and school to working from
home and attending classes
virtually.
There’s long been a divide between urban and
rural areas when it comes
to the speed and quality of
Internet service, with government programs looking
to close that gap. The latest
funding will expand broadband service in rural areas.
Kitchener-Conestoga
MPP Mike Harris and Cambridge MPP Belinda Karahalios last week in an online
briefing with local mayors
announced up to $11.9 million in funding to expand
broadband infrastructure.
Likewise, the federal government has invested $60
million in the Southwestern
Integrated Fibre Technology
(SWIFT) Network, aimed
at improving connectivity
across the region. Combined
with other partners, more
than $191 million will help
this project across southwestern Ontario.
“At a time when people have become more
dependent than ever on
broadband, having access to
high-speed Internet is critical,” said Allan Thompson,
board member with SWIFT
and chair of the Rural Ontario Municipal Association.
“SWIFT, together with our
community leaders and
local service providers,
is committed to bringing
southwestern Ontario’s underservices communities

online and high-speed Internet access to thousands.
Today, as a result of our
public-private partnerships,
SWIFT is proud to announce
that many more homes and
businesses in Waterloo Region will soon have greater
access to reliable Internet
services.”
SWIFT has issued requests for proposals (RFP),
inviting prequalified service
providers the chance to submit network designs to address gaps in service in areas
eligible for funding. Harris
says this RFP expansion is
part of the governments
broadband and cellular
action plan, a five-year
strategy which is expected
to generated up to $1 billion
in total investments. He
notes the need for Internet
has grown since people have
begun to do more everyday
work tasks from the comfort of home and pledges
to do everything to ensure
broadband is expanded to
everyone who needs it in the
region.
“I’ve heard loud and clear
from my constituents how
important broadband access
is for individuals, families
and businesses in rural areas,” said Harris.
Woolwich Mayor Sandy
Shantz, who joined the announcement call with the
MPPs, noted how even her
connection was poor and
action was needed to give
people better access to such
a vital tool.
“COVID-19 has just amplified those concerns considerably. We’ve been talking
about this for years now
and I’m excited and happy
to have provincial support
to help us move ahead,
we can’t do these projects
alone,” said Shantz.
The RFP for Waterloo Region closes October 2, with
a contract to be awarded
thereafter.
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Hot and humid are in the forecast as season shifts into summer
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

Spring may have been cooler and damper than usual,
but the weather is expected
to heat up. Summer arrives
Saturday, and the forecast
calls for some season hot,
hazy and humid.

Now exiting, spring was
up to a full degree colder
than average. Some residents of the townships
may have found conditions
“pleasantly cool,” notes David Phillips, senior climatologist with Environment
Canada.
“The spring was a little

on the cool side in southern Ontario, particularly
in the Kitchener/Guelph
area,” he said this week,
but there were a few days
where the mercury topped
30 degrees in May.
On the other hand, there
was the occasional frost in
what is generally consid-

ered a warmer month, he
added, noting that cooler
weather may have been
helpful in encouraging
people to stay home during
the COVID-19 crisis.
Now past the halfway
point, June has offered up
days reaching 30 degrees
Celsius in the region, what

Silence won’t come cheaply, Woolwich
councillors hear in train-whistle report
BY STEVE KANNON
skannon@woolwichobserver.com

Woolwich residents awoken
by late-night train whistles
might argue a good-night’s
sleep is priceless, but council is likely to lose sleep over
the cost of silence.
Longstanding complaints from residents in
Breslau, Elmira and St.
Jacobs, where trains sound
their horns when passing
over level crossings, have
seen the township look into
solutions on more than a
few occasions. A report discussed June 16 describes a
long and costly remedy.
The whistle is a safety
requirement used unless
the crossing meets certain

standards, including the
presence of flashing lights
and bells, for instance.
To upgrade each crossing
would cost an estimated
$340,000 to $515,000, and
there are 11 such intersections in the township, engineering project supervisor
Ryan Tucker said during an
online meeting of councillors Tuesday night.
The process of halting
the use of whistles takes an
estimated 12 to 24 months,
he added.
On top of the installation
costs, which varies depending on whether automated gates are needed, the
township would become
responsible for maintenance of each crossing at

an estimated annual cost of
$8,000 apiece.
Even a Woolwich Street,
Breslau location that’s
been the source of many
complaints about the blaring train horns, the cost
of upgrading the crossing
would be some $150,000
despite the fact much of
the safety equipment is already in place, said Tucker.
Moreover, Woolwich
would become liable for
any collisions or other incidents at any of the crossings it upgrades.
“Claims arising for rail
crossings due to the required whistle cessation bylaw could impact the Townships claim experience and
have a negative impact on

the future negotiations
of the Townships liability
insurance premium. There
is also the potential if an
accident occurs that the
railway may claim for loss
of profit or revenue, and the
loss of product which may
be on the train. With these
two risks combined, it may
well exceed the Townships
insurance coverage of $50
million,” Tucker said in his
report.
Just what those insurance costs would be
remains something of an
unknown, he added in response to a question from
Coun. Patrick Merlihan.
Councillors took no action
on the report, simply accepting it for information.

of rain will be beneficial
for lakes and water bodies,
which currently remain at
high volumes. Phillips calculated precipitation to be
a mere 60 per cent of the
average levels.
In terms of severe weather, it is also difficult to predict what the season has
in store. However, based
on historical data, he says
severe weather should be
anticipated in the region.
“The climate tells us
that in this area we do
get our share of severe
violent kinds of weather,
from heavy rains, tornadic
winds, hail, strong winds
of the twisting kind, so
that we do get that and, of
course, lightning strikes.”
That said, the intensity
of the weather is not expected to match the recent
destruction in areas such
as Calgary.
The rising temperatures
may be challenging for
those stuck in self-isolation
and quarantine, but public
beaches are beginning to
reopen, as well as the facilities such as splash pads
– both options for beating
the heat.

Phillips describes as a
“summertime situation.”
Saturday marks the summer solstice, the official
beginning of the season. As
the days get shorter after
the solstice, the temperatures will continue to rise.
In the coming weeks before
July, humidity and heat are
expected to rise to unpleasant levels.
“We’re getting those temperatures in the 30s, high
humidity where it becomes
a little bit more uncomfortable and maybe too warm,”
he said of conditions that
we saw traces of during a
heat wave at the end of May.
Temperatures are expected to be above average
during the months of June,
July and August, which may
cause some complications
for farmers, especially with
low precipitation expected
over the summer months.
Although it is hard to
predict precipitation levels
in advance of a couple of
hours, “what we’re showing in our models is that it
looks like it’s going to be
drier than normal summer,” said Phillips. This
dry summer heat and lack
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Bollards have been installed along Oriole Parkway in Elmira in an attempt to slow traffic. Speeding is an issue along that stretch of road.

[SEAN HEEGER]

Theft of bollards may be a comment on
Oriole Parkway traffic-calming measures
BY STEVE KANNON
skannon@woolwichobserver.com

Perhaps not content with
complaining to the township, someone decided
removing them would be a
quicker way to deal with the
traffic-calming bollards on
Oriole Parkway in Elmira.
The recently installed
traffic features greatly
restricted lane width and
parking space, which were
the desired goal, director of
infrastructure services Jared Puppe said at a council
meeting June 16.
“I think it is appropriate,” he said of the installation. “They absolutely slow
traffic down.”
But Coun. Patrick Mer-

lihan wasn’t convinced,
noting the extent of the
traffic-calming measures
was unexpected, particularly the bollards along the
side of the road.
While the side bollards
do restrict parking, Puppe
said prohibiting parking
there might be the norm.
The theft of some of the
bollards could be taken as
a critique of the plan, however. The theft required the
township to file a police
report, he noted.
Similar center-line bollards were also installed
on St. Charles Street in
Maryhill, though the strips
along the side of the road
were omitted due to public
concerns they’d restrict

larger farm equipment, for
instance.
Merlihan wasn’t the
only skeptical councillor,
with Coun. Murray Martin
calling for speed bumps
instead.
“At the end of the day,
that’s the only thing that
works.”
Speed bumps haven’t
been part of the township’s
traffic-calming measures,
first adopted in 2015.
Traffic issues, particularly speeding, are a
frequent source of public
complaints received by
Woolwich officials. Often
more perception than reality, the topic is nonetheless
in turn a familiar refrain.
The policy does appear to

react slowly following public complaints about safety
on a given road. Starting
with an examination of the
street to see if it warrants
a study, the township then
moves to traffic monitoring: speed information,
traffic counts and accident
data collection. If a problem is eventually identified, there’s then a twostage response available.
Stage one involves lane
narrowing, painted lines,
“slow down” signs, the use
of the township’s radar
speed trailer, and targeted
police enforcement. Stage
two would see the use of
speed humps, raised crosswalks or extended curbs to
narrow the roadway.
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““The federal Conservatives and Liberals have done
nothing since 2010 to stop Canada’s big banks from
hiking fees and credit card interest rates to gouge
Canadians and more than double their profits to the
highest levels of banks world-wide, while reducing
service, treating many customers unfairly, and exploiting loopholes to lower the amount they pay in taxes.”

Online: ads.observerxtra.com/letters

Duff Conacher, co-founder of Democracy Watch,
on the need for better regulations.

Keep the conversation alive on topics
of relevance to the community; write
a letter to the Editor.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) fell 0.4% on a
year-over-year basis in May, down from a 0.2%
decline in April. Excluding gasoline, the CPI rose
0.7%, the smallest increase since January 2013.
As the year-over-year decline in prices for goods
(-2.3%) slowed in May, largely the result of rising
energy prices, year-over-year growth in prices for
services slowed from 2.0% in April to 1.3% in May.
Statistics Canada
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A

Protests over inequities put police in the spotlight
under increasing scrutiny given
the ubiquitous cell phone videos
and social media. Luckily, we’ve
got nothing like the problems
seen in the U.S., where police
seem to be involved in controversial shootings as a matter
of course. That’s most evident
where racial minorities are involved, and the country seems
more uneasy with that reality.
The killing of Floyd, deemed a
murder, and a host of other such
deaths – the recent shooting
of Rayshard Brooks in Atlanta
among them – mean something’s got to change.
Such shootings are troubling
on many levels, not least of
which is that they often involve
an unarmed man posing no
danger to either the officer or
the public. The racial element
only heightens the tension in
a climate where the shootings

new poll shows Canadians are less inclined to
trust police services in
this country, that number dropping to 70 per cent from 81 per
cent in early May. That was before the killing of George Floyd
and the resultant protests, first
in the U.S. and then globally, including here in Waterloo Region.
The Leger poll’s findings are
hardly surprising given all of the
attention now focused on racism, social inequities and abuses
perpetrated by police. The issues are top of mind.
Canada is not immune to
system racism, nor to police violence – Indigenous communities, for instance, know this full
well – but the situation here is
nothing like the massive societal
ills in the U.S.
While police-involved shootings are rare here, police are
G LO B A L O U T LO O K

of Michael Brown in Ferguson,
Missouri and Eric Garner in New
York sparked nationwide protests and fuelled the Black Lives
Matter movement.
Closer to home, Toronto
has more violent crime and,
though still not common, more
incidents involving police
shootings, including the likes
of the 2013 death of 18-year-old
Sammy Yatim on a TTC streetcar. The incident was caught on
video, as is often the case with
recent police-involved deaths.
A 2019 Ontario Human Rights
Commission report found black
people were “grossly overrepresented” in use-of-force cases
handled by Toronto police, including seven of 10 fatal shootings between 2012 and 2017.
While the situation in Toronto
is always more involved and
volatile than policing in Water-

loo Region, for instance, that’s
not to say the concerns stop at
the municipal boundary line.
Stories of police misconduct,
malfeasance and corruption
anywhere – the RCMP, OPP or
any municipal department –
tars the entire system, and feeds
the public’s growing distrust.
The Canadian public’s perception of police has become more
negative, though vacillating
over the years. There’s plenty
of room for improvement, even
here away from the tensions
south of the border.
Nothing like that climate
exists in Waterloo Region, but
people here are equally subject
to news about shootings. And
we’re just as prone to speculation given the dearth of information. Clearing the air is
essential.
Calls for defunding the police

are perhaps less warranted here,
though there’s a case to be made
about controlling costs and
achieving better outcomes.
Largely misunderstood, defunding is actually about largescale reforms rather than simply
doing away with police departments – clearly we need some
form of policing. But the argument is about countering the
militarization of civilian forces,
about reallocating money to the
likes of social work and underlying issues, and about hiring
and training officers who’ll be
focused on serving the public,
de-escalating situations rather
turning to violence as the first
order of business.
And, of course, it’s about ending anything like systemic racism, which is an issue even here
in friendlier, more multicultural
Canada.

T H E V I E W F R O M H E R E | S C OT T A R N O L D

The case for a fourday workweek

A

s countries in Europe and North
America emerge
from lockdown and start
trying to rebuild their
devastated economies, the
great concern is jobs.
Unemployment in the
U.S. and Canada exceeds
13 per cent, a post-Second World War high. If it
weren’t for subsidies that
keep up to a fifth of the
working population in paid
‘furloughs’ from their jobs,
jobless rates in Europe
would be as high or higher.
That can’t go on forever, so
there is a frantic search for
job-saving strategies – and
the ‘four-day work week’
keeps coming up.
Like that other proposed
magic bullet, the guaranteed basic income, the
notion of a four-day work-

GWYNNE DYER
GLOBAL AFFAIRS

ing week has been kicking
around for a long time. The
current emergency has
given both ideas a second
wind, and neither is nearly
as radical or extreme as it
sounds.
Less than a century ago
the whole industrialized
world transitioned from
the traditional six-day
working week (Saturdays
included) to a five-day
work-week, for the same
pay, with no political upheaval and no significant
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LO C A L V I E W P O I N T

Series of crises an opportunity to push for fundamental changes

A

rampant virus. Economic strife. Social unrest.
Such are the “interesting” times in which we live
today.
And while none is welcome in
and of itself, each serves to shine
a light on widespread injustices
and inequities in our society.
The COVID-19 crisis has been
devastating, but was not unexpected, even if we failed to
prepare well for a pandemic. Our
reaction shows both the worst of
our traits – short-term thinking,
denialism – and some of the
better aspects of our humanity,
including our regard for others.
The economic fallout of our
reaction to the novel coronavirus
reflects the underlying weaknesses of our economic system,
as well as the failures of capitalism, writ large.
The protests that erupted
when the dam burst with George
Floyd’s death served to expose yet
again the systemic racism that
exists. The public outpouring has
been heartening, but it remains
to be seen if permanent changes
will come of it, as those in power
always prefer the status quo.
The desire of those with their
hands on the levers to exclude
others from every having a
say link all three of today’s top
issues. The same is true of a potentially more dire crisis, climate
change.
It’s no coincidence that those
hit hardest by COVID-19 and the
faltering economy are the most
vulnerable, particularly the poor,
minorities and the marginalized.
Those very same people are the
ones most oppressed by systemic racism, the ones out on the
streets not just in the U.S. but
around the world, joined by likeminded citizens that recognize
inequities exist and would like to
change it.
Some of those same enlightened citizens have been involved
in the climate-change battle, and
environmental issues more widely. In the absence of the same
immediacy of today’s crises,
however, climate change hasn’t
had the same traction. That said,

L

ong ago, I met a relatively famous outdoor writer from the
U.S. who provided me with
words of exceptional wisdom. He said, “Never proclaim yourself ‘the world’s
best’ at anything.”
He learned this the hard
way too. For, at one time,
he boldly proclaimed himself, in print, radio and
television, as the “Best
wild turkey hunter in the
world.” And he had the
vanity plates that said “Trkymaster” to prove it.
This was good for his
career for a while, but it
was even better for rooting
out like-minded people.

climate change is like COVID-19
in that it does not care whether
or not you believe in it: things
will happen regardless, though
we can take steps to mitigate the
extent of the damage.
The spread of the coronavirus
is an example of Mother Nature’s
indifference to our wants, beliefs
and ideologies. We are at the
mercy of the natural world, especially when we work against it.
Ignoring the bad developments
doesn’t make the problems go
away, no matter how much wishful thinking we generate (or how
many self-serving politicians
and corporate types attempt to
downplay the threats).
We’ve seen this happen time
and time again, in battles over
chemical pollutants (DDT, lead),
acid rain, the ozone layer, and
health concerns such as smoking: those with vested interests
in the status quo lied, faked the
data and organized fraudulent
front groups to sow dissent, all in

STEVE KANNON
EDITOR'S MUSINGS

the name of maintaining profits,
health and the public interest
be damned. The same is true in
the debate over climate change.
Well, not debate, as there is
near-universal consent among
experts and those knowledgeable
in the field – there is no other
side to the story save for those
bought and paid for to be there.
We’re seeing those tendencies reflected in resistance to
measures aimed at slowing
COVID-19. And those who’ve
fought more racial and economic
justice, particularly south of us,
have known for decades of the
resistance to change.

Historically, such delaying
and obfuscating efforts have
been successful, as changes have
come slowly when they’ve come
at all. That’s true even when
popular opinion is on side, and
there’s little in the way of cost
to the public, as with banning
certain harmful pesticides or the
propellants blamed for depleting
the ozone layer.
But it’s a different story with
climate change, for instance,
which seems like a larger problem, and one that comes with a
hit to our wallets, directly or otherwise. We avoid the subject, as
it might lead to lifestyle changes,
or even extra costs. Of course, we
can mitigate greenhouse gases
today, or we can pay out much
more tomorrow for the devastating impacts of climate change,
costs that will make the current
billions spent on post-disaster
cleanups seem paltry.
The public is increasingly aware
of this, yet governments con-

L E F C O U RT L A N D | JAC K L E F C O U R T

tinue to do little more than give
lip service to the issue – witness
the string of conferences and
summits that generate naught by
hot air. In the end, it’s the money
and the power it buys that dictates what actually happens.
Still, the current climate gives
us pause to consider, calling
attention to inequities and to
challenge the rest of us to think
about a political and economic
system that in essence encourages us to be selfish and not to take
into consideration what we can
do for each other as a community – to forego our humanity.
The protestors give lie to
the notion that our system of
government – our democracy
– is based on the consent of the
governed. Government policies
that run contrary to the public
interest – an increasing proportion of its actions – surely are the
opposite of what we’d consent
to. They benefit the one per cent
at the expense of the 99, as the
memorable slogan reminds us.
Who is responsible for that?
Certainly those who’ve benefited
have fostered an unending propaganda campaign that’s been
every bit as effective in sweeping
aside citizenship as the corporate marketing has been in turning us into consumers. We’ve
happily abdicated power and
responsibility for the comforts
of our lives. Excuses about being
busy are just that. Still, we’ve
opted for the distractions, and
can’t even be bothered to show
up at the voting booth for five
minutes every four years. As a
result, we’ve got the government
we deserve, one that acts against
our interests and against the
common good.
We’ve tuned out, bought into
consumerism and the ideal of
rugged individualism while enjoying the fruits of what years of
community-minded spirit and
policies brought us.
Those with harmful agendas
are ever-eager to put a crisis to
use. It’s up to us to parlay a string
of unprecedented happenings
into fundamental change for the
public’s benefit.

Playing the odds as a world-class angler
For, within months of
doing that, he had had to
defend his claim to the title
with dozens of other hunters who asserted a similar
status. And that was just
in his small section of the
Ozarks– where, apparently,
all the world’s best wild
turkey hunters live.
Eventually, he realized
the error of his ways and
rebranded himself as, “The
third best turkey hunter in
the world.”
It was a stroke of genius
and he has remained unchallenged ever since.
For, in the immortal
words of Larry, “No one
ever wants to be third best.”

STEVE GALEA
NOT-SO-GREAT-OUTDOORSMAN

That’s why I am taking
this moment to proclaim
myself “The third best
creek chub angler in the
world.”
A lot of non-outdoorsy
types might be wondering
why it is so important to
have a prestigious title
like this. Well, if one of the
6,000 or so fishing shows,
is looking to do an in-depth

segment on catching creek
chub, I will, with any luck
at all, be the third one they
ask. Being third on the list
means they will have no
or very little in the way of
expectations.
Which means there
will be no pressure for
me to produce. That kind
of stress is reserved for
the world’s first- and
second-best creek chub
anglers. So, frankly it’s a
win-win at this end.
Also, it is a long shot but,
if either the world’s first- or
second-best creek chub
anglers retire or succumb
to the glamorous lifestyle
their titles afford, I will

move up in ranking. In
the business, that is called
playing the long game.
That’s because I believe
in paying your dues and
honing your craft. No one,
except perhaps the firstand second-best creek chub
anglers in the world, catches more creek chub than me
when trout fishing.
Are there benefits to this,
you ask? Well, aside from
the possibility of writing
a best-selling book on the
topic that gets optioned
into a blockbuster movie or
HBO series, probably not.
And, again, I won’t lie to
you – that’s a bit of wishful
thinking.

Even so, there are subtle perks to the title. For
instance, I can walk into
a room full of anglers and
know that each of them –
with the exception of the
first- and second-best creek
chub anglers in the world –
will look on me with a mixture of envy and respect.
And, eventually, I suspect, there will be groupies
and a fan club too – and no
doubt a stalker or two.
Also, having this title will
allow me to write riveting
articles such as this and
bestow upon me the gravitas to advise trout anglers
everywhere as to what they
GALEA| 10
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 DYER: A shorter workweek may not translate into more jobs as in the past, as more automation is the likely outcome
FROM 08

loss of production. So why
don’t we do that again,
spread the work around,
and save lots of jobs?
Because it doesn’t work
like that. The four-day
week is not about spreading the load. It is about
finding ways for people
who already have jobs to
squeeze the same work into
four 10-hour working days
instead of five 8-hour days,
or to work ‘smarter’ so that
they can get the same work
done (or more) in only four
8-hour days.
The 40-hour week done
in four days is the only
available option for most
process workers on assembly lines or other repetitive
physical tasks. Ten-hour
workdays are even harder
L E T T E R TO T H E E D I TO R

■ More pandemic
help for seniors
this summer
To the Editor,
Seniors in Canada have
experienced some of the
most negative impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
For many, staying safe
at home has meant added
expenses. Deliveries come
at a premium and some
groceries are costing more.
Prescription dispensing
fees have increased in
many provinces.
The government of Canada responded early. In April,
more than four million lowand middle-income seniors
received a supplementary
GST credit automatically in
their bank accounts.
But as the pandemic
wore on, seniors were clear
that while welcome, it

than they sound, but the
prize is a three-day weekend and some people are
willing to pay the price.
If everybody buys into
that, then management
can shut the plant down
one extra day and save on
power. If only some do,
then management has the
headache of scheduling
some 10-hour shifts and
other 8-hour shifts, plus
the cost of the mistakes
that may accumulate when
exhausted people are approaching the end of a 10hour shift. And no saving
on electricity costs.
Nevertheless, it does
make for a happier workforce, by all accounts, and
maybe therefore a more
efficient and productive
one. There are already a

few examples of this kind
of four-day working in every industrial country, and
now the prime ministers
of Finland and New Zealand are both talking it up.
Neither woman, however,
is proposing to impose it
nationally, and nobody is
suggesting that it will create more jobs.
The four-day week is an
easier and more attractive
package for people in administrative and sales jobs,
because everybody knows
that there is a lot of wasted
time in office work: social
media, pointless emails,
long boring meetings, etc.
You could get the job done a
lot quicker if everybody was
motivated to concentrate
on the bits that are actually
useful and skip the rest.

wasn’t enough.
That’s why we’re providing more help this summer.
A special one-time, tax-free
payment for seniors will be
made on the week of July 6.
This payment will provide $2.5 billion for 6.7
million seniors eligible for
the Old Age Security, with
extra support for the most
vulnerable.
For a low-income couple on GIS, the April and
July payments add up to
over $1,500 in support to
help with increased costs
caused by COVID-19.
To help prevent fraud
and make it easy to receive,
the payment is automatic.
Seniors do not need to apply
and they should not share
any personal or banking
information to receive it.
This financial support
complements other federal
supports for seniors during
the pandemic, such as sup-

port for charities and community groups to provide
essential services, like the
delivery of groceries, and
community projects help
to reduce social isolation.
We continue to look at all
the ideas that are coming
in on how we could better
help seniors.
During these unprecedented times, we will
always to be there for Canadian seniors.
Deb Schulte,
Canada’s Minister for Seniors

 GALEA:
FROM 09

are doing wrong each time
they land a pesky 20-inch
brook trout from a creek
full of chub.
Unless the first- or second-best creek chub anglers in the world beat me
to it.

So motivate them. Tell
them that they can drop
to four 8-hour days a week
for the same pay as the old
five days if they can still get
the same work done – and
leave it to them to figure
out how. If they can’t, then
it’s back to the same old
five-day grind.
Miraculously, they almost always do manage
to find the time. In many
cases, indeed, productivity actually rises: happy
workers do better work.
The four-day week is an
excellent idea whose time
may finally have come,
but it is not a magic bullet.
Companies don’t ever hire
more people just to spread
the work around.
So what might spread
the available work around?

The U.S. Congress had a
brilliant idea in 1938, when
it passed the Fair Labor
Standards Act, which required employers to pay
overtime at 150 per cent of
the normal hourly wage for
anything over 40 hours of
work a week.
The idea was to make
employers hire more
people. If they had 40 employees working 50 hours
a week, they would have to
pay each of them overtime
for the last 10 hours. So
why not just hire another
10 people and save all that
overtime pay? It worked
quite well at the time, but it
would not work now. Don’t
hire more people; just put
in more automation.
The coronavirus is just
an accelerator. The real

problem with employment
ever since the 1990s has
been automation, which
has been eating up good
jobs and excreting lowpaid, insecure ones instead
– or none at all. Six million good manufacturing
jobs were automated out
of existence in the U.S. in
2000-2010, which led fairly
directly to the election of
Donald Trump in 2016.
The current pandemic
is speeding the process by
driving more jobs online,
especially in sales (a different kind of automation),
and fiddling with working
hours or minimum wages
is not going to stop it. So
what’s left? Maybe a guaranteed basic income would
help, but that’s a discussion for another day.

WHC COVID-19 COMMUNITY DIARIES
Many Voices, One
Woolwich Community
Pauline Duench Miller

O

n my desk there is
a plaque that says
“Dream Big.”
In this time of COVID-19,
it is difficult to dream big.
I miss having dinners and
playing games with my son
and his fiancée. I miss my
weekly trips to the market
to buy fresh produce and
meats. I can only dream
of going to a theatre production with a group of
friends, who for several
years have enjoyed a theatre production and going
out for dinner. Now we can
only talk to each other on
the phone or send emails.
I miss worshiping at

church, singing in the
choir, enjoying fellowship
cafe, quilting and knotting
and even attending committee meetings.
Going to the cottage is
the only long-distance trip
that we take. I miss listening to the waves crashing
against the rocky shore,
the beautiful sunrises over
Georgian Bay, the peace
and quiet, seeing a fox trot
down the middle of the
road, baby foxes scampering beside the garage,
leisurely walks, playing
games, reading and relaxing with the radio as our
only connection to the
outside world: no TV, no
Internet, no emails.
Communication with
family is only by texts or
a phone call only if really

necessary.
Of course, there is always
work to be done. Cleaning,
meal preparation, tending
to flowerbeds are a few tasks
that demand attention.
My husband spends
time rebuilding the path
to the water, removing the
many rocks that have been
pushed in by the waves,
splitting wood, making
kindling, keeping the fire
going if needed, painting,
doing small repairs and
mowing grass.
And so I will dream on
about family gatherings
and reunions, a wedding
that has been postponed
until next year, and time at
the cottage.
Now these simple pleasures are nothing but a big
dream.

Help us & help them.

Reopening local the local economy does
not mean the end of a crisis facing
small-businesses across our community
— it is only the beginning. It won’t be
business as usual for some time. Your
community newspaper is no different.
The next couple of months will be
challenging and we’re looking to our
readership for help to bridge the gap.

Ontario Community Newspaper Foundation

www.ocnf.org
Please select Woolwich Observer in drop-down menu

Consider a donation to The Observer
through the OCNF — any amount
donated will be matched in an
advertising credit towards a local
business of your choice.
Supporting independent local
journalism is more important than
ever before. Donations through the
OCNF end on Sunday June 21st.

From all of The Observer Staff:

Thank
you.

You may also mail a cheque. Please make it payable to OCNF &
include "Woolwich Observer" in Memo portion of the cheque.

Ontario Community Newspaper Association
c/o OCNF - Woolwich Observer
37 Front Street East, Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario M5E 1B3

www.observerxtra.com/donate
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DEBT LEVELS

MORE CERB
The federal government announced this week it’s
extending the Canada Emergency Response Benefit
(CERB) by eight weeks to help Canadians as they
transition back to work. This extension will make the
benefit available to eligible workers for up to a total
of 24 weeks. The CERB is a taxable benefit of $2,000
over a four-week period for eligible workers who have
stopped working or whose work hours have been
reduced due to COVID-19.

Let's keep the local economic engines
firing? We want to shine a light on
new local enterprises.
Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

Average non-mortgage debt dropped 0.5 per cent
in the first quarter of 2020, reflecting the significant
drop in consumer spending in March. It was the first
decline in average balances in more than a decade.
In total, average debt per person rose to $73,030, an
increase of 2.4% compared to the first quarter of 2019.
Total outstanding debt was up 4.3% to $1.989 trillion.
Equifax Canada

Province looks
to ban evictions of
commercial tenants

M OV I N G O N

Move comes as many businesses struggle
to pay rent, meet payroll or even keep the
lights on due to COVID-19 lockdown
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Red Coral Casuals staff Jacintha Jayasundera and Patricia Kelly have bittersweet emotions about the closing of the St.Jacobs Outlet Mall location of the store.
Jayasundera has worked at the location for 10 years but is glad she will be able to keep her job at the St. Jacobs village location. [DAMON MACLEAN]

An original tenant at the St. Jacobs
Outlet Mall, Red Coral is winding down

Women's fashion store says it's time, with owners focusing on other locations
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

A long-time tenant at the
St. Jacobs Outlet Mall, Red
Coral, is set to close its
doors later this month. Not
directly the result of the
COVID-19 crisis, the decision’s timing was at least
partly influenced by the
current environment.
A wholesale and retail
importer of women’s clothing and accessories, Red

Coral started with a booth
at the farmers’ market before moving to the outlet
mall.
“It’s been a long time;
we were one of the original
tenants. Coupled with the
COVID situation, it just
seemed like a natural time
to say goodbye,” explained
owner Angela Ting of the
decision to wind down by
month’s end.
The family business
started in the mid to late

’80s out of the St Jacobs
Farmers’ Market. When the
outlet mall was being started, developer Mercedes
Corp., headed by Milo
Shantz, asked Ting’s family if they’d be interested
in opening a store at that
location.
“We were touched and
humbled because everyone
else at the outlet mall was a
big brand name like Levis,”
she said of the nearly 25
years at the centre.

She noted the family had
a great relationship with
the landlord, with great
communication through
the current coronavirus
situation.
From its roots in St.
Jacobs, Red Coral now
has multiple locations,
including a new store in
Stratford, as well as in Mississauga.
Ting expects the St. Jacobs store to be open until

Made in Canada
by Canada Billiards

Family Owned and Operated
Since 1929

Foosball Tables

RED CORAL | 12

The start of phase two in
the provincial government’s opening plan has
arrived for most parts of
the province. Waterloo
Region is one of the areas
where more businesses
were able to start opening,
and easing restrictions as
of June 12. While this may
be good news for most of
the businesses that were
struggling with a loss of
revenue, some are still facing problems from which
they will not be able to recover. High on that list has
been paying their rent.
Many businesses have
been asking for assistance
for months from the government as they were
having trouble paying their
rent due to lower or nonexistent revenues since the
pandemic lockdown started. Now there’s some blue
sky on the horizon after
Premier Doug Ford made a
slew of announcements in
early June, including good
news for struggling tenants
in the form of a temporary
ban on commercial evictions coming in the near
future, making it illegal for
any commercial landlord
to evict a tenant for the pe-

riod of June 3 to August 31.
The legislation has yet
to pass, but the news that
it is coming is already welcomed by those in the business community that have
been lobbying for changes
since the pandemic started. Included in this group
is Julie Kwiecinski, director of provincial affairs for
Ontario with the Canadian
Federation of Independent
Business.

... not every landlord
is a “cartoon villain.”
In fact, there are many
who are willing to work
with their tenants to
find a solution that
works for everyone.
“We are so thankful to
the government for acting
on this, we have been fighting for this, CFIB, since
right when the pandemic
broke out. I remember
discussing this with government officials going as
far back as March. So, this
has been something that
we’ve been working on vehemently on behalf of our
members,” said Kwiecinski. “We’re relieved, we really are relieved that the 16th
of this month members

Stop in to see our full selection of

Pool Tables and Accessories.

RENT | 12

Made in Canada
by Canada Billiards

Quarantine DAD Toys Are Here!
Imperial
Shuffleboard Table

Darts,
Dart Boards
and Accessories

103 Ontario St. S., Kitchener • 519-745-4053 • Friday 11 - 6 • Saturday 11-4 • www.jamiesonsbilliards.com
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Need to promote, educate and automate to address worker gap

M

onday’s announcement that
Mexico is going
to stop sending temporary workers to Canadian
farms that have registered a
COVID-19 outbreak is totally
understandable, although
very difficult for producers
here scoping out summer
and fall work.
And it underlines how
Canada really needs to get
serious about promoting agriculture as a career and try
to get some of the hundreds
of thousands of Canadians
who are unemployed here
interested in farm work.
Mexico said it is not
completely suspending the
temporary worker program,
which has seen almost
11,000 Mexicans arrive since
the pandemic began.
But after a coronavirus

 RED CORAL:
Employees
making
the move to
downtown
location

outbreak in Ontario hit nearly 20 farms and is blamed
for killing two workers, what
else was the country it supposed to do? As far as anyone knows, the workers arrived in Canada disease-free,
then contracted the virus
while here.
Going forward, farms interested in Mexican workers
will need to prove that they
are offering those prospective employees adequate
protection against infection.
The Canadian government’s
blanket assurance that precautions are in place will no
longer do.
Earlier this month, Ontario said it was expanding its
Agri-Food Workplace Protection Plan Program and
committing up to $15 million
to enhance health and safety
measures on farms and in

food processing facilities.
But the harm has been
done. The Mexican workers
deaths have been held out
by workers’ rights groups as
evidence that tight quarters
on farms for the international workers are hazardous.
This tragic situation is a
huge mess for agriculture.
Farmers are desperate to
employ these workers, who
fill a huge gap by doing hard
work that Canadians won’t
do. Efforts to encourage
more domestic involvement
have been unsuccessful.
So what’s the answer?
I talked to a cattle and
grain farmer this week with
two Canadians on his payroll. He says the key is to
make their jobs compelling
– just like off-farm positions.
“People like diversity, so
we try to give our workers

OWEN ROBERTS
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

a variety of things to do to
keep them interested, hoping they won’t get bored,”
he said.
He added that finding
reliable labour has always
been a struggle. But lately,
more people than ever are
calling the farm for work,
job seekers who became
unemployed because of the
pandemic.
I talked to another farmer,
a fruit and vegetable producer, who wondered if the domestic worker drive would
succeed. She estimates she’s

had 150 phone calls from job
seekers this spring, but none
have panned out.
“Seasonal international
workers carry out skilled
labour,” she says. “People
responding to the (domestic)
program want to be paid as
skilled labourers, they want
to earn $19 an hour, but they
don’t have the skills. We’re
highly frustrated by the response.”
Recently, the Ontario Federation of Agriculture (OFA)
received nearly $400,000
funding for a program called
Enhancing Agri-Food Workforce Readiness Along the
Value Chain. It’s designed
to develop a comprehensive
support system for agriculture and food employers and
job seekers, and will include
virtual job fairs, specialized
trainingand a “concierge”

function to match workers
and employers.
Agriculture needs more
programs like this, along
with a much broader campaign to interest young people in agriculture. The classroom is a great place to start,
through the efforts of groups
like AgScape in Ontario and
others across Canada.
Labour shortages point
to why farmers need to automate as much as possible.
Consumers yearn for idyllic
visions of farmers doing
everything by hand. But as a
recentfront-page headline in
The Grower newspaper for
fruit and vegetable producers proclaimed in response
to international worker
shortage, “Fewer hands, less
food.”
Less food is not an option.
Automation is.

THE NEXT PHASE OF REOPENING

FROM 11

around June 26, depending on how much merchandise remains. While
the operation is winding
down, all of the coronavirus protocols remain in
effect: there is a current
capacity of five patrons
in the store at a time, and
staff are all wearing masks
and following social distancing as well as being
supplied gloves. Other
precautions include hand
sanitizer available for customer use and cleaning
of change rooms between
fittings.
“If the store is or at capacity, we will ask customers to wait outside,” said
Ting.
Hours of operations
have adjusted and are now
Monday through Friday
10 a.m.- 6 p.m., Saturday 9
a.m. – 5 p.m. and Sunday
12-5 p.m.
Ting said she has “really
fond memories” of the location.
“I remember helping out
every weekend, hiring my
friends from high school
and telling them to come
work for my mom in the
summer.”
Although the store’s closure is a challenge for the
family, Ting says, “I think
my parents are very happy
– it is a bittersweet moment for us.”
In making the transition, the company has
been able to transfer staff
from the outlet mall to its
operation in downtown St.
Jacobs.

 RENT: Financial assistance,
protection measures help protect
business owners
FROM 11

Lori Weber, owner of Guys
& Dolls Salon and Spa in Elmira, welcomed customers
back as soon as she could
after closing down for three
months because of the coronavirus. Getting a haircut
will look different as health
protocols for salons are put
into place as a condition of
reopening. [SEAN HEEGER]

aren’t going to have to worry, you’re not going to see
commercial tenants tossed
out on the street.”
She continues by saying
this legislation may be the
kick that some commercial
landlords need to make
them apply for the Canada
Emergency Commercial
Rent Assistance (CECRA).
Previously, Kwiecinski
said that 47 per cent of
landlords stated they will
not be applying for the
CECRA, either due to problems with the system, or
simply not caring enough.
She even says in one instance where a landlord
told a tenant “I’d rather
get zero and evict you than
take the 50 per cent funding for CECRA from the
province and the federal
government.”
Now, because there are
protections, she believes
it’s in the best interest of
these landlords to apply
because they can no longer use options one or two
which would allow them to
evict a tenant 16 days after
not receiving payment, or
sell the tenants belongings
up to six days after not re-

ceiving payment.
Kwiecinski says that
while there are many landlords who seem to be unwilling to work with their
tenants by not applying
for CECRA or finding an
alternative solution, not
every landlord is a “cartoon
villain.” In fact, there are
many who are willing to
work with their tenants to
find a solution that works
for everyone.
She says she was told
that one landlord offered
tenants a 50 per cent reduction in rent early on
in the pandemic, showing
that there are good ones
out there who care to help
the businesses they house.
Kwiecinski believes this
is a good start, but there
is always more that can be
done to help businesses. In
a survey conducted by the
CFIB, 57.2 per cent of Waterloo businesses say without additional assistance,
they would not be able to
pay their rent. Additionally, the average amount of
debt incurred because of
COVID-19 by businesses is
about $75,000 with maximums reaching as high as
$450,000.
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Belgian Nursery Announces a
Temporary Closure for 2020

Questions:
Announcement:
Spring is always a hectic and busy time, but 2020 has certainly been the most
unusual year in all our 61 springs here at Belgian Nursery. With the launch of
our online store and curbside pickup program, we are grateful we were able
to get a little bit of spring colour out to so many of you.
This year’s challenges have forced all of us to reflect on our direction and try
to find the best path forward. Here at Belgian Nursery, we have taken this
opportunity to look openly at our business, what it means to us and to our
community, and to see where it might lead us next. We found that some areas
of our business might benefit from a little extra tending, and others could
maybe use a good pruning. As in the garden, some things must occasionally
get cut back to make room for others to flourish. For the continued health and
growth of our business and ourselves, this is such a moment. We have decided
to grow back to our roots: refocusing on the core of what makes us special,
and weeding out the overgrowth to better serve the whole.
We want to continue providing the very best in quality plants for our community. Our vision is still evolving, but we look forward to a new and exciting direction, and a reignited passion for growing and sharing our favourites with you.
To facilitate these positive changes and recharge after the remarkable season
behind us, we have decided to temporarily close our doors and take some
much needed respite this summer. From July 26th until mid to late fall, we
will be completely closed to the public, including walk in customers, our
online store, as well as phone and email inquiries. During this time our staff
will be busy getting everything ready to welcome all of you back in the fall and
start this new chapter together.
We will miss all of you this summer, and we thank you for your continued
support and patience throughout these difficult times. We wish everyone a
safe and fruitful summer and we look forward to sharing more exciting developments soon! Our family appreciates what a unique gift our nursery is, and
we look forward to sharing our new look with all of you down the road.
Sincerely,
The Belgian Nursery Family
Luc & Rosie Lombaert
Julie Clancy
Rosemary Van Roose

Why are you temporarily closing?
Over the last few months, we have taken a look at our history and have found
that some areas of our business might benefit from a little extra tending, and
others could maybe use a good pruning. As in the garden, some things must
occasionally get cut back to make room for others to flourish. We want to
continue providing the very best in quality plants for our community, and need
to take a few months to reimaging what that looks like for us.
Are you closing permanently and/or going out of business?
No, we’re not closing permanently – this is a temporary closure for a period of
several months while we take time to grow back to our roots and focus on the
core of what makes us unique as a business.
When will you be reopening?
Currently, we do not have a set date for when we’ll be reopening. We intend to
announce our reopening plan in mid to late fall of 2020, and will have more
details then about when we’ll be open to the public again and what kind of
changes you can expect to see.
What will happen to my gift certificates?
Belgian Nursery gift certificates never expire, so any gift certificates that you
have will still be valid and accepted when we reopen. Gift certificates can also
be used on our online store, which will be open and accepting orders until July
21st.
Can I still order from you right now?
Our online store will be open and accepting orders until July 21st, with the
final possible pick up date being July 25th. We’ll continue to fulfill orders
placed through our online store through June and July.
Will you be open to walk in customers before you close?
As we begin to wind down our operations here at the greenhouse to prepare
for several months of changes, we will continue to be closed to walk in
customers for remainder of spring/summer 2020.
What kinds of changes are you making when you’re temporarily closed?
The specific details of which product lines we might be pruning and the kinds
of changes we are making are still up in the air, so we don’t know what
product lines we may discontinue. Keep in touch with us via our website,
Facebook or Instagram during our temporary closure for the occasional sneak
peak as our staff are hard at work!

Since 1959

www.belgian-nursery.com
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CELEBRATE SENIORS:

JUNE IS
SENIORS' MONTH
Located inside the Woolwich Memorial Centre

Free online Activities & Resources:
Fitness • Virtual Programs
Games & Activities • Community Resources

JOIN
TODAY!

$20

Yearly
Membership

Come join in the friendship and fun!

We continue to encourage our members
and community at large to stay connected
through phone calls and social media and
to reach out to your senior neighbours.
Please continue to take steps to protect
yourself and stay safe.

Ages

55 +

contact@woolwichseniors.ca

www.woolwichseniors.ca

Is your Arthritis Pain
getting in the way of the
things you love to do?
Thank-you to all
the Essential Workers
for all you are doing
to help keep our
community safe!

Don't let it hold you back, we
are open and can help you!
Manual Therapy and exercise, combined
with other modalities like Acupuncture
are proven to be effective!

Monty, Grace and Becky are committed to guiding
you through all aspects of your pre-arrangement
and funeral planning with care and compassion.
Pre-planning and pre-paying your funeral is one of the
most thoughtful gifts you can give to your family.

62 Arthur Street South, Elmira, ON | 519.669.2207
www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Give us a Call NOW so we can get you back to your favourite activities PAIN FREE!

519•669•1212 www.sosphysiotherapy.ca 3 Wyatt St. East

Wellesley Township Health Centre and
the Woolwich Community Health Centre

Celebrates Seniors!

Recent education sessions:
• Loneliness: The Impact on Health and Ways to Reach Out
and Connect (presented by John Lord)
• Nutrition during COVID
(presented by WCHC’s Dietetic Intern, Christina Wood)
• Managing Difficult Emotions during COVID-19
(presented by Penny Bedford)
For more information or to make suggestions
email gberihun@wchc.on.ca

At this time it’s so easy to neglect your
health, feel alone or not know how to get
help. You don’t need to be in the dark!
Check out our health education sessions
www.wchc.on.ca on the“Wellness Blog”

Join the new phone-based Rural Connections Seniors Centre Without Walls. Call 519•664•1900 to register.
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This year’s
Senior’s Month theme:
Stay Safe, Stay in touch.

Stay
Safe —
Lead The Way

If you or
someone you know
is experiencing
emotional crisis
and is in need of
immediate support
please call HERE 24/7
at 1 844 437 3247

Here are 10 things to know about face coverings and masks:
WEARING

Wearing a mask can
be a helpful tool in
helping to prevent the
spread of COVID-19,
especially when you
cannot maintain
physical distancing
from others.

1. Wash your hands with soap
and water for at least 15
seconds before putting a mask
on and after taking it off or use
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
2. Wearing a cloth mask can
increase your risk of infection
if you touch your face more
frequently to adjust it or if you
do not wash your hands before
putting it on and taking it off.
3. Fit it over your nose, mouth &
chin.

4. When a mask becomes damp
or humid, replace it with a
new mask.
WASHING

5. Do not reuse a single-use mask.
Discard your mask when you
have finished using it
6. If your mask has a removable,
non-reusable filter, make sure
to remove and throw out the
filter before machine or handwashing your mask.
7. Wash the masks with other

Helping Seniors and
Adults with Disabilities
to Live Independently
in Their Own Home

laundry using a hot water cycle.
8. For hand washing, use laundry
detergent and water as hot as
you can stand, then dry
thoroughly.
DISCARDING

9. Do not leave discarded masks in
places where others can come in
contact with them such as
shopping carts, public seats, bus
stops or on the ground.
10. Disposable masks should not
be washed, reused or recycled.

For information, services or support
contact Community Care Concepts

519-664-1900

|

1-855-664-1900

www.communitycareconcepts.ca
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TIM LOUIS

Member of Parliament, Kitchener-Conestoga

@TimLouisKitCon

Tim.Louis@parl.gc.ca (519) 578-3777

As we slowly start to re-open, we continue to update
the services offered to help individuals and businesses
navigate this pandemic.
Our government will make sure you keep getting the
support you need as we safely restart our economy:
• The Business Resilience Service Hotline provides
free customized guidance for your all financial
questions and is available 7 days a week. It’s a great
tool to help you and your business get on track for
re-opening.
• Seniors will be receiving their one-time, tax-free
payment during the week of July 6.
• Those receiving OAS will receive a payment of
$300, and those also eligible for the GIS will
receive an additional $200, for a total of $500.
Take care and stay healthy,

CLASS

2020

OF

Celebrate the achievement of your graduate
with an announcement in The Observer.
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Email grad photo & caption information to:

ads@woolwichobserver.com

• Full colour photo
• Publishing July 2, 2020
• Deadline: June 29, 2020
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O(NLINE) CANADA

NO EVER AFTER

Your local hub for our creative
communities. Let us know when
inspiration strikes.

Breslau residents may be happy to hear the Ever
After Music Festival will not be running this year. The
annual EDM (Electronic Dance Music) festival brings
an approximate 25,000 ravers to Bingemans in Kitchener. The event has generated noise complaints from
residents, extending all the way into the Woolwich
side of the river.

This year’s Canada Day celebrations will be virtual for
the most part, from Ottawa through many communities across the country. Wilmot Township, for instance,
this week announced it will be streaming online a
three-hour celebration starting at 1 p.m. on July 1.

Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

T H E S H OW M U ST G O O N

Delivering on a few entertainment options
Elmira’s Simon Zenker brings his magic and juggling skills right to your door during the pandemic lockdown
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Staying in is becoming
increasingly unbearable
during the lockdown, and
we’re now looking for any
reason to get out of the
house and do something
fun while connecting with
others. Many have found
new and creative ways to
stay connected and busy
while hunkering down
with their families indoors.
Birthday parades became the new fad to give
family, friends and community members a chance
to celebrate the big day,
and porch visits helped
us keep a social distance
while ensuring we could
continue to have a human
connection.
Elmira native Simon
Zenker wants to add his
own brand of magic to
the list of quarantine entertainment by offering
to perform on your front
porch.
Magicians have been
performing their routines at birthday parties
and events for years, but
Zenker is putting a social
distancing spin on his act
to keep you entertained
during the lockdown. He
decided to start doing
shows from a safe social
distance on people’s
driveways, porches and
backyards after shows he
planned to do were cancelled because of the coronavirus.
“I had a plan to do a
bunch of my own solo
shows during the spring
and summer at various
festivals and everything,

Juggling a busy schedule is all in a day's work for Elmira's Simon Zenker, who's been providing entertainment at a safe social distance throughout the COVID-19 situation. The former EDSS student developed a taste for magic tricks during his time at the school. [SEAN HEEGER]

but I kinda got slapped in
the face by this pandemic,”
said Zenker. “But then I
realized I wanted to focus
more on birthdays because
I’ve seen [that] many kids
are having birthdays, [and]
it’s really hard for parents
to make their days special.
So, I want to give them
another option… another
thing to help their kids
have a good birthday.”
Zenker started to learn
to juggle and do magic

tricks about four years ago
when DJ Carroll, drama
teacher and CEO of Theatricks, taught him the
basics in his high school
drama class. He performed
with Theatricks for some
time and recently started
to do his own solo shows.
Having just started to do
his own thing and bringing
his performance to your
front door, Zenker says his
act is full of humour and
considers it a fun comedy

show that revolves around
juggling and magic. He
says he has adapted to not
being able to be near audience members to interact
with them. His performance even includes some
danger involving machetes, which he says people
love.
“I’m very open to doing
whatever it takes for any
kid or any family to bring
them entertainment. I
know that it’s a really

WE ARE OPEN

Kalsey Smith is happy to serve you for
your custom foot orthotic, footwear,
and compression sock needs.
To ensure your safety, we are in compliance
with all COVID-19 Guidelines

www.kimberlyrau.com

tough time for everybody,
so I’d really just love to
help people and make
kids’ birthdays special,”
said Zenker.
In the future he hopes to
continue to grow his magical skills and bring new
ideas and acts – which
may eventually include
a unicycle – to audiences
across the region.
“I’m always brainstorming new ideas and new
acts. I’m always writing

things for it (and) I want to
start adding some music. I
basically just want to turn
it into more of a unique
show that you can’t really
just find with any juggler
(or) magician out there.”.
To contact Zenker and
bring his magic to a safe
social distance from your
home for birthdays or just
for some fun entertainment, email him at
simonzenkerjuggler@
gmail.com.

Woolw i ch Phy si othe rapy
B O O K I N G J U LY 2 0 2 0
8 - 2 5 I n du st r ia l D r ive
El mira , O N N 3 B 3 K 3
Tel ( 5 1 9 ) 6 6 9 - 2 5 7 8

S OS Phy si othe rapy ( E lmi ra )
BOOKING JUNE 16, 2020
3 Wy a t t S t . E. , S u ite 2
El mira , O N N 3 B 2 H 4
Tel ( 5 1 9 ) 6 6 9 - 1 2 1 2
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Help Wanted, Auctions, Real Estate,
Public Notices, Obituaries and Family
Album Announcements - Please call
for a quote.

Classified Ad - Text Ads

Placing Classified Advertising

Residential: $9.00 per 20 words
(extra words: 20¢ per word)
Order Online:

Office:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

ads.observerxtra.com/classified-residential

Classified advertising will be accepted in
person, email, phone or fax during regular
office hours. All classified advertising are
prepaid. Ask about the Service Directory,
Real Estate and Family Album advertising.

20B Arthur St. N., Elmira
519-669-5790 Ext. 104
519-669-5753
ads@woolwichobserver.com

Deadline: Wednesdays by 10am

HELP WANTED

Apply in person to: 7806 Sixth Line, Drayton
or contact us at: 519-638-2746 ext 1, or
sales@macoenterprises.ca.

HELP WANTED

Nieuwland Feeds Elora
has an opening for a

Full Time Truck Driver

We require a valid DZ license.
We offer competitive wages, benefits
and Monday to Friday schedule.
Email your resume to:

info@nieuwlandfeeds.com
or apply in person to Cliff at:

7460 County Road 21, Elora

Floradale Feed Mill Limited is an independent,
family owned and operated feed company serving
livestock and poultry producers in Ontario.
We currently have an opening for:

Production Worker

Small businesses need
your help more than ever
... find ways to keep them
part of our community.
HELP WANTED

This fulltime position will involve shift work week
days (Monday to Friday) with an occasional
Saturday shift. Responsibilities will include
warehouse duties, pelleting/batching and receiving.
The successful applicant will have
• Strong oral and written communication skills
• Ability to develop effective work relationships with co-workers, and
• Ability to represent the Company positively
with customers.
At Floradale Feed Mill Limited we take pride in
providing the finest in quality feeds and service to
our customers in the livestock and poultry
industries. Therefore, a background in agriculture
is considered an asset.
Benefits We offer a competitive wage, pension
plan and group insurance benefits.
To apply, forward your resume and three references to:
Human Resources
Floradale Feed Mill Limited
2131 Floradale Road,
Floradale, ON N0B 1V0
Or e-mail: ffmjobs@ffmltd.com
We appreciate all who apply but only those
selected for an interview will be contacted.

ads.observerxtra.com/classified-commercial

Observer advertising rates, policies and
specifications are available at:
ads.observerxtra.com/media-kit

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FULL-TIME POSITION FOR METAL TRIM PRODUCTION
• Production of light-gauge metal flashings and other building
materials on late-model CNC machinery.
Qualifications:
• Attention to detail
• Precise workmanship
• A team player
• Experience in metal fabricating or in
frame-building construction would be an asset, willing to train

Commercial: $15.00 per 20 words
(extra words: 30¢ per word)
Order Online:

READY MIX CONCRETE

TRUCK
DRIVERS
(FT/PT/Seasonal)

We are looking for experienced ready mix concrete
truck operators to start immediately (or we
are willing to train those with a strong driving
background and solid work ethic).
We offer an extensive compensation package
including top wages, comprehensive benefits and
a generous retirement package.
If you:
• have a professional and positive attitude
• enjoy working outside
• possess a clean (DZ minimum) license, driver’s
and CVOR abstract
• have excellent customer service skills
• are able to work alone as well as in a team
environment with minimal supervision
Then please apply with your resume, a recent
CVOR and driver’s abstract by email:
admin@crosscountryconcrete.ca
or in person: Cross Country Concrete,
3000 Ament Line St. Jacobs, Ontario N0B 2N0

HELP WANTED

Career Opportunity!
Construction Project Manager
Do you have a keen interest in construction technology?
Are you an experienced site supervisor or foreman wanting a new challenge?
Conestogo Carpenters may have the career opportunity you have been waiting for!
Residential, agricultural or commercial construction experience is required.
Basic Computer skills needed. Must be able to take initiative and balance a wide
array of responsibilities.

Interested? Email jeremy@conestogocarpenters.ca or call 226.749.3327

FOR SALE

SENIOR ACCOUNTANT
MAC LLP is a full-service public accounting firm that has been in
business for almost 30 years. We deliver services to a wide range of
clients including owner-managed businesses, not-for-profit organizations, charities, social housing, and individuals, and pride ourselves on
our ability to do so in a way that is both professional and personable.
We have expanded our business, and for our new office in Elmira we
are currently seeking an enthusiastic individual with experience in
public accounting to join the team as a Senior Accountant. The
candidate should have at least three years’ experience in public
accounting. Preference will be given to candidates with accounting
and finance experience in the agricultural sector.

Responsibilities
• Prepare financial statements at the compilation, review and
audit engagement levels in all sectors including corporate,
agriculture and not-for-profit
• Prepare personal, corporate, partnership, charity, social
housing and other compliance returns
• Identify issues and recommend potential solutions
• Develop positive working relationships with clients and staff,
leading with the culture and community spirit of MAC LLP
• Work effectively in a team environment or independently as
required
• Supervise and train staff accountants, fostering growth and
innovation in the work they do
• Participate in pre and post engagement discussions
• Work within time budgets, monitor progress to budget and
meet deadlines
• Report progress of engagements to Manager and Partner on
an ongoing basis
• Examine and analyze accounting and financial records to
ensure accuracy and compliance with established accounting
standards and procedures
• Other duties as assigned

Skills and Qualifications
• Minimum 3-5 years of experience in public practice required
• Completion of CFE preferred but not required
• Expansive knowledge of ASPE
• Demonstrated leadership skills and abilities a definite asset
• Strong organizational, analytical and problem-solving skills
• Ability to manage multiple tasks and deadlines
• Good working knowledge of Caseware and Taxprep. Familiarity with various bookkeeping software including Quickbooks,
Quickbooks Online, Sage etc.

Why Work for MAC LLP?
We value a sense of community built upon shared success, individual
thought leadership, drive and enthusiasm for the work that has contributed to our growth and success for thirty years. We offer competitive
compensation packages, flexible hours, benefits and RSP matching. We
hold many amazing team events, provide meals and snacks during tax
season, in-house massage therapy, an endless supply of coffee and the
opportunity to work on a truly incredible team.

What are you waiting for?
Apply Now at www.mac-ca.com/careers.
HELP WANTED

PERSON TO ASSIST
WITH DRIVING TWO
trips to Florida in October. First trip a load of
hay, second trip horses.
Ford 350 truck and trailer. Requires an A drivers
license. 519-698-9881.
Text 910-992-6862 or
dcbbill22@gmail.com

FOR SALE

FORTRESS SCOOTER.
GOOD TIRES. CHARger included, good
condition. Asking $600
or best offer. Phone
519-664-2176.

FOR SALE

LAWN
FERTILIZER
AND LAWN SEED Call George Haffner
Trucking, 519-574-4141
or 519-669-2045.

QUONSET SHED FOR
SALE.12X24 GALVAnized steel w/rolling
garage door. $2950.
o.b.o. Call Jim 519573-7049 Photos email:
jim@elmirapump.com
PRODUCE

FARMERS
WANTED
WHO CAN HELP US
supply fresh produce for
our local market. Fall Harvest Farm 226-791-7601.
FARM SERVICES

BAGGED PINE SHAVINGS AGRICULTURAL
Spray Lime, 22.5kg.
bag; feed grade lime,
25kg. Delivered. Call
George Haffner Trucking,
519-574-4141 or 519-6692045.
CUSTOM
BALING
LARGE SQUARE OR
round.
Call
Jeff
519-580-0674.
KILN DRIED CORN &
CORN
SCREENING
Delivered by Einwechter.
Minimum 15 ton lots.
Call George Haffner
Trucking 519-574-4141
or 519-669-2045.
RENTALS

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE JULY 1ST, 2020.
Approximately 1200 sq.
ft. with municipal parking
Front of building is 17
Church St. W. 4 individual
offices plus reception.
For rent by owner. Some
furniture and fixtures
available if required.
Call Mildred Frey for
more information at
519-741-6970.
TWO BEDROOM, TWO
BATHROOM, INLAW
suite on a farm. Available
September 8. $1,200
+ utilities. Also heated
shop space available 36'
x 30'. Minutes to Elmira
or Waterloo. Please call
519-577-1803.
TRADES &
SERVICES

RON'S DRYWALL AND
RENOVATIONS. OVER
35 years experience.
Please call 519-496-7539
or email ron.spncr@
gmail.com

WORD ADS
CONTINUED
ON PAGE 19
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

AUCTION
Live/Online - Vehicle & Equipment

3 HAGEDORN BALE
THROWER WAGONS. 8'
x 20' on Horst tandem running gear. Call 519-4962830 or 226-868-3078.
COMING
EVENTS

OPENING SOON - FALL
HARVEST FARM SEAsonal market, located at
corner of Moser Young and
Gerber Rd., Wellesley. Call
226-791-7601 for details.

SIMILCAST AUCTION
to be held at

https//mrjutzi.hibid.com/auctions

Sat June 20th 9:30am
60+ Vehicles including - Police Cruisers & Detective Cars,
10+ 2010/15 Grand Caravans Vans, Pickups, AWD’s, 4x4’s
SUV’s, Tractors, Trucks & 20+ Giant Police Mtn Bikes
VIEWING: Sorry NO Viewing is available at this time
- inspect posted pictures
TERMS: $500 Deposit on Each Unit, 3% Buyers Premium, Balance By
E-Transfer or Bank Draft, in 48 Hrs or as announced.

M.R. Jutzi & Co
Division 658347 Ontario Inc.

www.mrjutzi.ca

519-648-2111

FOR SALE

FARM FOR SALE BY TENDER
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Cash Crop Farm for sale located in the Guelph/Eramosa
Township with total of 113.5 Acres Prime Agricultural Land, 83
Acres Workable, Randomly Tiled.
This property is located outside of Guelph west end; 6937
Speedvale Avenue West. It is divided by the railroad; approx.
1,400 � frontage. Included a two story farm house and 30’ x 45’
Quonset shed.
Farm sells as one parcel.
This is an unspoiled farm with lots of poten�al and possibili�es.
PREVIEW: Saturday, June 13, 2020, 1:00 to 4:00 pm or by
appointment
TENDER CLOSING DATE: TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 2020 @ 5:00PM
For more informa�on contact Kurtz Auc�ons Inc. 519-836-0342
or kurtzauc�onsinc@gmail.com
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CONTEST NOW
OPEN. START
UPLOADING!
WHC will be purchasing gift cards to
support our local business community!

ads.observerxtra.com/stronger-together

THE PARTY MIGHT BE CANCELLED BUT THE NOTICE DOESN'T NEED TO BE.
CELEBRATE YOUR MILESTONES WITH AN AD IN THE OBSERVER!
ELMIRA BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

Your donation
matters.
It matters to every patient across Canada.
Because it’s something we can do today to
help others wake up healthier tomorrow.

THE ELMIRA BLOOD
DONOR CLINIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
THE FOLLOWING
COMMUNITY-MINDED
BUSINESSES:

2192 Floradale Rd. ~ Floradale, On.

at Lion’s Hall, Elmira
Friday, June 26th
2:30 - 7:30 pm

1.800.265.6126 |

• Fabrics
• Men's Wear
• Ladies Coats
• China
• Glass Ware
Mon. Closed · Tues.-Fri. 8-6 · Sat. 8-5

The Next Elmira Clinic:

your supplier of
feeds and pet food

(519) 669-1381

SANYO CANADIAN
MACHINE WORKS
INCORPORATED

33 Industrial Dr. • 519-669-1591

OPEN 8am to 8pm | 7 DAYS A WEEK

The Quality You Demand, the Service You Deserve.
Farm - Auto - Truck - Industrial and we have On-the-farm service

35 Howard Ave. • 519-669-3232

22 Church St. W
Elmira

519-669-5353

Breakfast • Coffee • Soups • Sandwiches •
Donuts • Muffins • Bread • Pies • Cookies
Hours: Mon to Sat 6am to 5:30pm | Closed Sundays & Holidays

Bus: 519-698-9930
Res: 519-698-2213

DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE Call for Details

315 Arthur St. S., Elmira • 519-669-5403

RR #2 Wallenstein, Ontario
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

THOMPSON’S

Auto Tech Inc.
Providing the latest technology
to repair your vehicle with
accuracy and confidence.

GENERAL SERVICES

CALL
TO BOOK!
TODAY.

TIRE

WHERE TIRES

Save you

SPECIALTY,
NOT A SIDE LINE.

5196695557
Elmira, ON

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Murray & Daniel Shantz

ALMA, ONTARIO | PHONE: 519.846.5427

FREE

INSTALLATION
When you buy
3 or more

Hours:
M-F 8:30 - 5:30
Sat 9:00 - 3:00

Evenings By
Appointment

GENERAL SERVICES

Since 1998

•Final grading
•Lawn repair & complete seeding well
equipped for large stoney areas
•Spike Aerator/Overseeding
•Natural & Interlocking Stone
•Retaining Walls, Walks & Patios
•Help for Top Water & Drainage issue

by Elite or Mera

1011 Industrial Crescent
St. Clements | 519-699-5411
www.LetUsFloorYou.ca

Visit our website!
countrymilebl.com

519-669-3232

Blinds

In home consultations
Wide selection of styles & fabrics

VAN, MINIBUS & WHEELCHAIR
LIFT BUS TRANSPORTATION
“Specializing in small group charters”

35 Howard Ave., Elmira

30 ORIOLE PKWY. E., ELMIRA

The Right Window
Treatment Can

ARE A

Farm • Auto • Truck
Industrial
On-The-Farm Service

519-669-4400

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

IN-STORE SERVICES

MarCrest
Backhoe
• Residential • Commercial
• Industrial

Septic Installations · Tile Repairs
Small Footings · Silo Footings

Randy Weber

ECRA/ESA Licence # 7000605

Maynard Martin

www.rwelectricltd.com

2512 Kressler Road RR1
St. Clements, ON N0B 2M0

18 Kingfisher Dr., Elmira | 519.669.1462

Tel. 519-699-0507

• Window & Screen Repairs
• Glass & Plexi Cutting
• Key Cutting
• Knife & Scissor Sharpening
• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening
• Paint Colour Matching
• Interior Design Consultation
• Bike Repair
22 Church St. W., Elmira

519-669-5537

STORE HOURS:
M-W 8-6, TH-F 8-8, SAT 8-6, SUN 12-5

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

“25 years in Business”

ST. JACOBS

GLASS SYSTEMS INC.
1553 King St. N.,
St. Jacobs, ON N0B 2N0

• Store Fronts
• Thermopanes
• Mirrors
• Screen Repair
• Replacement Windows
• Shower Enclosures
• Sash Repair
TEL:

519-664-1202 / 519-778-6104
FAX: 519 664-2759 • 24 Hour Emergency Service

CONSTRUCTION INC.
info@trappconstruction.ca
www.trappconstruction.ca

(519) 569-0772
• Commercial & Industrial
General Contracting
• Specializing in Concrete
Work & Excavation
• Retaining Walls

•
•
•
•

Stamped Coloured Concrete
Demolition
Bin Service
Machine Bases

Driveways • Sidewalks • Curbs
Patios • Finished Floors • Retaining
Walls • Steps • Decorative/Stamped
and Coloured Concrete
www.marwilconcrete.ca

519-577-0370

Concrete Breaking & Removal

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

AMOS
INC

R O O F I N G

- Design and build -

AGRICULTURAL | RESIDENTIAL
FRAMING • ROOFING
RENOVATIONS • EAVESTROUGHS

Wayne Martin | 519-504-2016
darwayconstruction@icloud.com | Alma, ON

• Specializing in residential re-roofs
• Repairs • Churches

DESIGN CENTRE

KITCHEN, BATH & WINDOW FASHIONS

Blinds, shades, drapery & more • Custom cabinetry made in Canada
Free In-home consultations • Our experienced designer will help you
work within your personal taste and budget

Call someone you can trust - your local Home Hardware

A Family owned and operated business serving KW,
Elmira and surrounding area for over 35 years.

Popular Brands Available

BLANCO, MAAX, MIROLAN, STEEL QUEEN

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED

CALL JAYME FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE.

22 Church St. W., Elmira

519.501.2405 | 519.698.2114

Tel: 519-669-5537 or 1-844-866-5537
STORE HOURS: M-F: 8-8, SAT 8-6, SUN 10-5

In Business since 1973 • Fully Insured

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

We support our
Community.

Visit our website

www.biobobs.com
or call today!
519-648-3004

or

800-232-6396

Call us at:
or visit us at:

John Schaefer
Painting
FREE
ESTIMATES
Interior/exterior
Painting,
Wallpapering &
Plaster | drywall
Repairs

519-503-6033 (CELL)
519-669-2251

36 Hampton St., Elmira

GENERAL SERVICES

THIS
SPACE
IS FOR
RENT

Various
sizes & rates

CLEAN • DRY • SECURE
Call

519-669-4964

100 SOUTH FIELD DRIVE, ELMIRA

YOUR BUSINESS
HERE EVERY WEEK
DELIVERED TO HOMES
IN WOOLWICH,
WELLESLEY &
WATERLOO.
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“PROUDLY REMEMBERING OUR PAST; CONFIDENTLY EMBRACING OUR FUTURE.”

Community
Information Page

As the 2019 Novel Coronavirus or COVID-19 pandemic continues to evolve around the
world and in our community, the health and wellbeing of Woolwich residents remain our
top priority. The Township continues to work closely with area municipalities, Region of
Waterloo’s Public Health, and provincial and national partners to monitor and respond to
new developments.
For information on symptoms, treatment and preventative measures, you may contact:
• Region of Waterloo Public Health: 519-575-4400
• Telehealth Ontario: 1-866-797-0000
• Public Health Agency of Canada: 1-833-784-4397

Township Facilities
Township Office
The Township Office has opened to the public as of June 15th for select services. Residents
are encouraged to continue to use online or phone where possible or to book appointments
with staff in advance of attending the Administrative Building in person.

Recreation Facilities and Services
Closed until June 30: All municipal recreational facilities including park washrooms,
playgrounds, outdoor fitness equipment and splash pads remain closed.
All in person arts and cultural events are cancelled for the summer. The Township of
Woolwich is excited to present an online experience filled with wonderful entertainment
and family-friendly activities to celebrate Canada Day! A schedule of activities will be
posted on: Woolwich.ca/StayActive
The Township is currently developing recovery plans that aim to maximize service to
citizens, consider fiscal constraints and ensure the health and safety of employees and
clients/customers. Stay tuned for more information on phased re-opening plans and new
municipal government business practices that reflect our changing environment.

Parks, Trail and Outdoor Amenities
Woolwich outdoor recreational amenities including dog parks, picnic shelters and benches
are open to the public. Sports fields could be reopened for team practices as early as
Monday June 29th. Please respect provincial orders on physical distancing and public
gathering limits of 10.
Updated information will be provided via the Township’s website and social media
accounts following the June 16th Council meeting.

Trails Closures
The Mill Race Trail and the parking lot at 32 Front St., St. Jacobs remain closed.
The West Montrose Covered Bridge is closed to visitors outside the community. Local
residents can continue to walk in their neighbourhood while physical distancing.

Woolwich Stay Home, Stay Active Webpage
The Township remains committed to helping our community staying engaged and active!
Please join us on our webpage: Woolwich.ca/StayActive for activities brought to you by our
wonderful recreation and facilities staff, instructors and partners.

Free online registration

After Hours
Emergency:

519-575-4400
www.woolwich.ca

A burn permit is required for all open air burning within the Township. Whether you are
having a small backyard fire or clearing your property of brush, a permit is required. You
can apply for a permit at woolwich.ca or by calling 519-669-6022 during COVID-19.

Woolwich Township Update

Calling all local
picture takers.

Phone:

519-669-1647
or 877-969-0094
Fax: 519-669-1820

Burn Permits

COVID-19

•
•

P.O. Box 158

24 Church St. W.
Elmira, Ontario
N3B 2Z6

Council Meetings
Council Chambers remains closed to the public. Remote Council meetings continue
to follow their regular schedule with members participating electronically. Agendas
are posted online Thursday afternoon before the meeting and any additional items are
posted by noon on the day of the meeting. You can still participate in meetings while
Council chambers are closed to the public:
• Submit a comment in writing
• Make a delegation or attend a public meeting by video or toll-free phone
• Watch or listen to the meeting on Facebook or by toll-free phone
• Read meeting minutes
For help participating in a remote Council meeting, contact the Deputy Clerk at 519669-6010.
*Please note as the COVID-19 situation continues to evolve, the status of facilities
and services may change. For the most current information, please see the Woolwich
Township website at Woolwich.ca or call us at 519-669-1647.

Notice of Watermain Flushing/
Hydrant Maintenance Operation
The Township of Woolwich will be engaging in a watermain flushing/hydrant maintenance
program as follows:
Starting June 4, 2020 for Approximately a Month
Elmira 7:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
*These dates are subject to change and will be communicated on the Township website*
Watermain flushing is performed at this time of low water usage to minimize its impact
on water service. Please refrain from using excessive amounts of water during this time
period (i.e. doing laundry, using the dishwasher, etc.)
The flushing process may cause discoloured water and a reduction in pressure. It should
be noted that both of these conditions are temporary and not harmful. If discolouration
occurs, open a cold, hard water tap in the basement until it runs clear before resuming
regular consumption. In some situations this may take 5 to 10 minutes. If, however,
either of these conditions persist, please contact Alex Smyth at 519-669-6041 or 1-877969-0094 ext. 6041.
The Township of Woolwich appreciates your patience as we continually work to maintain
the quality of drinking water throughout the Township.

Local Business Resources
Local business are hiring. Check out findyourjob.ca to find local jobs in Woolwich
Township. See who’s hiring on-line today!
In response to COVID-19, the Township’s economic development focus has shifted to:
• helping local businesses access Federal and Provincial financial aids;
• promoting local businesses that are still available or offer online service; and
• monitoring the economic impact to support Council decisions.
For more information or for assistance accessing resources, contact the Township at
519-669-1647 and ask to speak with the Economic Development & Tourism Officer or
contact EconomicDevelopment@woolwich.ca.

Submit by June 27, 2020

DEADLINE APPROACHING!
Winners announced in July 2, 2020 edition of the Observer.
See online for official rules.

ads.observerxtra.com/stronger-together

Woolwich

Healthy
Communities
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F A M I LY A L B U M
IN MEMORIAM

Independently Owned and Operated

BROKERAGE

Solid Gold Realty (II) Ltd., Brokerage

Sue From

3 Arthur St. S., Elmira
519-669-5426

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
CALL DIRECT

Alli Bauman

R.W. THUR
REAL ESTATE LTD.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
CALL DIRECT

226-750-9332 519-577-6248
suefrom17@gmail.com

allibauman17@gmail.com

SELLING? CALL US FOR A
FREE MARKET EVALUATION.

Office:

519-669-2772
45 Arthur St. S., Elmira
www.thurrealestate.com

BRAD MARTIN
Broker of Record,
MVA Residential
Res: 519.669.1068

JULIE
HECKENDORN
Broker

Cell: 519.588.7562

George Parson

LET OUR 60+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WORK FOR YOU!

June 21, 2017

58 PINTAIL DRIVE, ELMIRA

®
REALTY LTD., BROKERAGE
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED

519.500.1865 (Direct)
519.747.0231 (Office)

Dale R. Keller
Sales Representative

410 Conestogo Road, Unit 210, Waterloo, ON N2L 4E2

www.KellerSellsRealEstate.com | dale@kellersellsrealestate.com

He asked for so little and gave
all of his heart.
We miss you Dad. xo

Exquisite, custom built bungalow offers
over 3,000 square feet and is built on
two lots. Backing onto a wooded forest. New concrete driveway. Gourmet
kitchen recently installed w/dark maple
cabinetry, commercial stainless steel
appliances, island and granite countertops. Formal dining room, office & two
$1,699,900
bedrooms on the main floor, both with
ensuites. Approximately 2,700 square feet finished in the basement, consisting of 3
bedrooms, exercise room, huge rec room & games area. Utility room w/stairs to the
triple garage. 5 bathrooms. Expect to be Impressed! New MLS

Farm | $2.25 Million

Darlene, Mike, Steve and families

Picture takers unite!

Upload your photos, drawings, scribbles ... until June 28, 2020.

11 DUNKE STREET N., ELMIRA

102 acres close to Listowel. 83 workable organic acres, 17 acre bush lot, and a
3 +1 bedroom ICF constructed home (2009), all on a paved road. Also 2 Coverall
buildings. MLS. Call Dale Direct.

Unique opportunity to run your business from this totally renovated and
architecturally pleasing building. Sitting areas w/gas fireplace & water
feature. Full kitchen w/built in oven,
range & dishwasher. Upper loft areas.
Outdoor storage w/additional washroom. Numerous perennial gardens &
creek offer a peaceful outdoor setting.
MLS

Building Lot | $159,000 | Rothsay
Prime lot overlooking fields and meandering stream. Sloping lot for walk out
potential. Survey available. MLS Call Direct.

$965,000 | Near Drayton

$495,000

I.3 acre beautifully landscaped Cape Cod home with a grannie flat/1bedroom
apt. 3+1 bedrooms, 4 baths, 20 x 38 hobby shop, large garden shed, pool, on a
paved road. The rooms are spacious, great room w fp and soaring ceiling, open
concept kitchen and dining. Totally finished basement. MLS Call Dale.

VOTE FOR THE
PEOPLE’S CHOICE
AWARDS IN EIGHT
DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES.

5 BOBOLINK PLACE, ELMIRA

CONTEST NOW
OPEN. UPLOAD.

Very desirable location amongst executive
style homes. Great family neighbourhood
– central to all schools. Still owned by the
original owner. 3+ bdrm raised bungalow –
approx. 1,500 sq. ft. Updated kitchen & dining area & main bathroom with air tub. Finished rec & games room w/gas FP. 3 pc bath,
4thbdrm& hobby/laundry room. Spacious
principle rooms. Most windows updated.
DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL – potential for a
wooded lot severance. Call for details. MLS

For a free, no obligation, consultation on Buying or Selling,
call Dale direct at 519-500-1865.

There's no place like home.
And you can find one here.

FREE CONTEST

$824,900

GET CREATIVE, HAVE FUN AND WIN PRIZES!
WHC will be purchasing gift cards to support our local business community!

Woolwich

Healthy
Communities

Free online registration

CALL FOR YOUR

FREE MARKET EVALUATION

ads.observerxtra.com/stronger-together

THE PARTY MIGHT BE CANCELLED BUT THE NOTICE DOESN'T NEED TO BE.
CELEBRATE YOUR MILESTONES WITH AN AD IN THE OBSERVER!

WE DO SIGNS
OF ALL KINDS!

MY COMPANY

my company tag

line

MY NAME

job title
address

Phone: 555-555
-5555
Fax: 555-555-5555
my@email.com
www.mydomai
n.com

2999

$

plus tax

Specializing in Posters, Banners
& Trade Show Booths

Our Everyday Low Price!

500 FULL COLOUR
BUSINESS CARDS
Make a
Great First Impression
at a Great Price!
• With or without UV gloss (1 side)
• Single sided • Full Colour • 12 pt C1S stock
• Print ready file

Car Wraps
Also Available!

Indoor & Outdoor Signage
Huge assortment of materials to print on
Laminating, sewing, wind slits, grometting available
Hardware included • Installation available

Get Your Message Out
And Keep People
Informed!

AS LOW AS

$

12995

• We have an In-house
Graphics team to help
with the perfect design,
or supply your own
print-ready file

Call today

for more information!
Our consultants are always available
to price your project!

• These banners are excellent for trade shows and
presentations
• They are affordable, lightweight, durable and easy
to setup or take down
• Includes padded carry bag • Full colour, single sided

Call Today to Get Started!
ARTWORK
EXTRA

Have You Written A Book?

Call for a copy of our
Idea Guide for a full listing
of available products
•
•
•
•

NEWSLETTERS

Retractable Banners

Raptor, Magnum, Frontier, Extreme Frontier

We can help you get your book into print!
Lawn Bag Signs

• Family History Books • Cookbooks
Inquire about our
• Manuals • Catalogues
Publishing Packages
• Children’s Books
and free Author’s Guide

M&T Printing Group is Ready to Serve You

675 DAVENPORT RD., WATERLOO • 519-804-0017
www.mtprint.com

DOOR
HANGERS

Catch the attention of your
prospects and drive traffic
to your business!

Large enough to include
plenty of information, but
small enough to provide budget
friendly pricing and easily
distributed.
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F A M I LY A L B U M
ANNIVERSARY

Happy 65th Anniversary
Sid & Martha Brubacher
June 18, 1955

ANNIVERSARY

OBITUARY

OBITUARY

Happy Anniversary
40 Wonderful Years for
Peter and Donna Fulcher
Bauman, Aden M.

Love your children, grand children and
great grand children near and far
ANNIVERSARY

with Love
from the Family

ANNIVERSARY

Paul and Marlene Shantz

Happy 25th Anniversary
Melanie & Scott Bryant!
Happy anniversary on June 24th to
our amazing parents! The life you have
built together over the last 25 years is
something to be proud of and we are
beyond grateful for you both. Hoping you
can celebrate the way you deserve to!

IN MEMORIAM

Forever In Our Hearts

Nothing can ever take away
The Love a heart holds dear
Fond memories linger every day
Remembrance keeps them near
Love Your Family

WANT TO SUPPORT
THE LOCAL NEWS IN
THE OBSERVER?
WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT
WWW.OCNF.ORG TO
MAKE A DONATION.
THE OBSERVER WILL MATCH YOUR DONATION
IN CREDIT TOWARDS ANOTHER LOCAL BUSINESS.

Congratulations on your
40th Anniversary!
June 19, 1980 - 2020
“The LORD hath done great things for us;
whereof we are glad.” Psalm 126:3
With Love, Your Family
OBITUARY

Bauman, Moses
Passed away peacefully at his home
in Wallenstein on Monday, June 15,
2020, at the age of 95. Husband of
the late Barbara (Wideman) Bauman
(June 15, 2014). Beloved father of
Elam (Minerva) of Fergus, Louisa
(Mervin) Gingrich of Wallenstein,
Melvin and Sharon Martin of
Millbank, Rebecca of Wallenstein,
Edna of Wallenstein, Katie (Murray)
Bauman of Millbank, Anna, Alice
and Sarah, all of Wallenstein.
Remembered by 13 grandchildren
and 33 great-grandchildren. Also
remembered by his siblings Adah (late
Elam) Burkhart, Hettie (late Sidney)
Metzger, Elizabeth (late Joshua) Martin,
Henry (Erla) Bauman, and Emanuel
(Adeline) Bauman. Predeceased by
his parents Titus and Adah (Martin)
Bauman, daughter Lucinda Martin
(2015), a grandson, an infant greatgranddaughter, siblings Josiah (Velina)
Bauman, Edwin (Selina) Bauman, John
(Hilda) Bowman, Selina (Isaac) Horst,
Lydia (Joseph) Martin, Katie Bauman,
and Titus (Salome) Bauman, and his
Wideman in-laws. The family received
relatives and friends at a drive-thru
viewing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020
from 4-8 p.m. at Elmira Mennonite
Meeting House. A private family
burial was held at Elmira Mennonite
Cemetery on Thursday, June 18, 2020
at 9 a.m., then to Goshen Mennonite
Meeting House for a 10:30 a.m. phone
line service.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Aden M. Bauman of Elmira, ON was
born January 31, 1935 and passed away
peacefully at Hospice Wellington,
Guelph, on June 14, 2020 with his
spouse Joanne Cecella (Patterson)
Bauman by his side. They were
married on October 7, 1965. Aden is
dearly missed by Joanne, son Michael
of Concord, CA, daughter-in-law
Marianne Miller and grandchildren
Hilary and Simon Bauman of Elmira.
Predeceased by son Barry in 2016,
daughter-in-law Kim Barber Bauman
in 2013, parents Isaac and Rebecca
(Martin) Bauman, brothers: Elias,
Clarence and Eli and sisters, Selina,
Mary Martin and Mabel and parentsin-law, Cecil and Ella Patterson.
Aden will also be missed by his sisterin-law Minerva Bauman of Milverton;
brother-in-law Henry and Eileen
Martin of Elmira; brother-in-law Cecil
and Brenda Patterson of Milton;
nieces and nephews: Katie Patterson
and Jason Little, Steven and Mandy
Patterson, Graham Patterson, Ruth
and Dave Loughran, Carol and Brian
Harvey, Joy and Allan Vader, Jeff and
Angela Bauman, Rob Bauman, Judith
Martin, Lois and John Yutzy, Anne
and Verton Miller, Gerald and Verna
Martin, John and Ladina Martin, Andy
and Colleen Martin, Cam and Lisa
Martin, Debra and Wally Miedema,
Darrell and Elizabeth Bauman, Bonita
and Kevin Hagglund, Tamara and
Michael Lambregts.
Aden grew up on the 4th Line in
Wellington County, moved to William
St. in Elmira and attended Riverside
School where he made lifelong friends.
As a young adult he attended Variety
Village Vocational School in Toronto
to learn watch repair. He spent his
life working in this profession; he was
the proud and industrious owner of
Bauman Jewelers, Elmira from 1956 to
2000. Even after retiring, Aden never
stopped watch and jewelry repair until
his recent hospitalization and will
be missed by many for his excellent
workmanship. Aden was a faithful
member of Elmira Mennonite Church
and he appreciated the help of ushers
and friends. A physical disability did
not keep Aden from a life of work and
friendships which was documented by
his friend Del Gingrich in Watchman:
Abilities and Disabilities. Monthly
breakfast with friends, Del Gingrich,
Ray Brubacher, Glen Brubacher, Frank
Martin, Zenas Buehler, the late Ab
Martin and the late Carl Bushert was
a highlight. Special times were also
made with friends, George and Helen
Grainger, Ron and Joan Wagner and
Ernie and Elaine Robertson, for monthly
Solo playing. Also, Aden and Joanne
annually celebrated the same wedding
anniversary day with Harvey and Arlene
Kehl and George and Almeda Frey.
A small (by invitation only) memorial
is planned with the hope of a public
Celebration of Life when possible.
Donations in memory of Aden Bauman
can be made to: Elmira Mennonite
Church, Hospice Wellington or Elmira
District Community Living.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Phillips, Lester William
Peacefully passed away on Friday,
June 12, 2020 at Chartwell Elmira LTC
Residence, with his son Larry and
daughter-in-law Karen by his side, at
the age of 93. Beloved husband of the
late Margaret (Hayward) Phillips (2009)
and the late LaVerne (Kraus) Phillips
(1966). Loving father of Larry and Karen
Phillips of Waterloo. Dear brother of
Ruth Hill, Tom and Carolyn Phillips,
Kathy and Steve Tanaka, and brotherin-law of Lois Phillips. Predeceased by
his parents George and Grace (Mayer)
Phillips and brother Donald Phillips.
Lester was ordained as a United
Presbyterian Minister in 1955 and
later was also a minister in the United
Church of Canada. He worked as the
Administrator for Social Services at
Woodgreen Community Centre and St.
Christopher House Older Adult Centre
in Toronto. Along the way, he also taught
various courses and led workshops
in Retirement Planning, Aging, and
Administration of Homes for the Aged.
In 1975 he joined the Ontario Ministry of
Community and Social Services in the
Waterloo office, where he worked as a
Program Manager and Social Services
Administrator until he retired in 1992.
He is fondly remembered by many for
his compassion, his creativity, his woodworking talent and skills, his dedication
and determination, and above all for the
love he showed and the care he gave to
family and friends. He touched so many
lives in a positive way.
Cremation has taken place and a
memorial service will be held at a later
date. As expressions of sympathy,
donations to Parkinson Canada or
The Canadian Red Cross would be
appreciated.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com
OBITUARY

Brubacher, Randall Shawn

September 17, 2018 – June 8, 2020
Passed away on Monday, June 8, 2020
at McMaster Medical Centre, Hamilton.
Beloved son of Lowell and Alice
(Wideman) Brubacher of RR 1, Ariss.
Brother of Candice, Jayden, Cameron,
Shanelle, Trevon, Lucinda, Kaitlyn, and
Alycia, all at home. Grandson of Salema
(Mrs. Ernie) Wideman of Listowel and
Cheryl (Mrs. Leonard) Brubacher of
Arthur. Remembered by many aunts,
uncles and cousins. Predeceased by
his grandparents Ernie Wideman and
Leonard and his first wife Eva Brubacher.
Drive-past viewing took place on Friday,
June 12, 2020 from 1-4 and 6-8 p.m. at
Montrose Mennonite Meeting House.
A private family interment and service
was held on Saturday, June 13, 2020
at Montrose Mennonite Cemetery
followed by a phone line service.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Find ways to help keep
Small businesses a part of
our community.
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OUT OF THE BLUE

GRCA OPENINGS
Be involved in community activities,
events & support local initiatives. Tell
us about what's happening and about
the people in your neighbourhood.

The GRCA has begun to open gatehouses, beaches
and some washrooms in most of its conservation
areas. Most of its parks are now open from 8 a.m. to 9
p.m. daily; gatehouses are open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Beaches and washrooms are in day use areas only.
www.grandriver.ca

If you see a low-flying plane or helicopter dropping
items from the sky over the next few months, it’s
likely the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
carrying out its oral rabies vaccine bait program.
Baiting and trap-vaccinate operations will begin early
July and continue until the end of October.

Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

SA F E T Y M E A S U R E S

C H E F ' S TA B L E

A sweet, citrusy,
mostly make-ahead
finish to your
Father's Day meal

Keeping older adults healthy
through the pandemic
In conjunction with senior’s month, campaign launches to keep people connected and safe

L

emon icebox pie, a
close relative of key
lime pie, is a favorite
in the South. It started as
a no-bake pie – a bonus
in the relentlessly hot
and humid South – that is
stored in the refrigerator
and served chilled. Eaters
love it for its cool, oh-socreamy, sweet yet tart deliciousness. Home bakers
love it because it's so easy
to make.
After preparing a slew of
recipes that ranged from
traditional to unique, we
built a recipe that used the
best parts and omitted everything else. (That meant
no cream cheese, gelatin
or crushed lemon drop
candies, which one recipe
called for in the crust and
in the whipped cream topping.)
We opted to use three
egg yolks for richness and
two cans of sweetened condensed milk, which made
for tall, generous slices of
pie. Those selections aired
on the side of tradition.
But one innovation made
it through: We noted that
the baked pies set up and
sliced much better than
the raw pies, so after a few
tests, we settled on baking
the pie for 15 minutes at a
relatively gentle 325 F.
Now we just needed to
figure out the right amount
of lemon. Recipes call for
as little as 2 tablespoons
of juice (these pies were
bland) and as much as
2 cups (these pies were
inedible and sour). Many

AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN

pies later, we established
that the perfect pucker appeared at 1 cup.
The result was a pie that
featured a crisp crust, a
sweet-tart filling with a
cool, creamy texture, and
an ethereally light whipped
topping – the perfect dessert for a Father's Day celebration.

Lemon Icebox Pie
Serves 8

9 whole graham crackers,
broken into 1-inch pieces
3 tablespoons sugar
5 tablespoons unsalted
butter, melted
2 (14-ounce) cans sweetened condensed milk
3 large egg yolks
3/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons
lemon juice (5 lemons)
1 cup heavy cream
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
1. Adjust oven rack to middle
position and heat oven to 325
F. Process graham crackers
and sugar in food processor
until finely ground, about 30
seconds. Add melted butter and
pulse until combined, about 8
pulses.

A staff member and a resident enjoy Kevin Coates’ performance of classic tunes from a balcony facing the courtyard at Chartwell Clair Hills Retirement Residence.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

BY SEAN HEEGER
Sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

The coronavirus pandemic
showing signs of slowing
down, Waterloo Region
is entering phase two of
the province’s structured
reopening plan. But a
return to something like
pre-outbreak normalcy is
still a ways off, particularly
when it comes to seniors,
who remain among the
most vulnerable of citizens.
June is seniors’ month,
and the Waterloo Wellington Older Adult Strategy
(WWOAS) partners have
launched the ‘Stay Safe –
Lead the Way’ campaign.
This was designed to keep

older adults, who are at
higher risk of developing
a severe illness or social
isolation, safe, healthy,
and connected over the
coming months.
The inspiration for the
campaign came from the
community as changes
were made to services and
supports to reach those
who need access to them.
The WWOAS realized
that older adults needed
information to not only
keep themselves safe, but
also connected with those
around them as social distancing continued.
Dr. Carrie McAiney, an
associate professor in the
school of public health
and health systems at the

University of Waterloo,
is part of the team that
helped bring the Stay Safe
campaign to the community. She says the campaign is meant to encourage people to stay connected to seniors during
this time and give them
the means to find supports
to keep themselves safe
and healthy when their
family and friends are unable to connect with them.
“[This involves] making
sure that people know
about organizations such
as Community Care Concepts… and thinking about
these practical resources
and organizations and
how they can help you
out in practical ways,”

said McAiney. “But then
there’s other information
... tips on how can you stay
socially connected, how
you can still find joy even
though you can’t go out
and do a lot of the things
we normally do.”
The campaign consists
of flyers, kits, strategies
and tips that can be spread
out to the community in
Waterloo and Wellington
counties. It focuses on
getting older adults to be
involved and to stay connected socially, as well
as remaining physically
active while society adapts
to the new normal. These
resources can be found in
grocery stores, churches
SENIORS | 25

CHEF'S TABLE | 27

HAPPY FATHERS DAY
The majority of our team is made up of fathers.
They come to work daily for the main reason of providing for their
families. Together we have celebrated exciting moments of some
becoming fathers for the first time and others seeing their kids
growing up completing milestones that make them proud.
Thank you for supporting our families!

Two locations in Elmira to serve you better

20 Oriole Parkway E. | 47 Industrial Drive

Tel: (519) 669-1082

www.leroysautocare.net
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COMMUNITY EVENTS CALENDAR

“A GOOD JOB DONE EVERY TIME”

Woolwich Residents Support Fund

Kleensweep
Carpet Care

Rugs and
Upholstery

•Mattress Cleaning
•Residential
•Commercial
•Personalized Service
•Free Estimates
West Montrose, ON

T. 519.669.2033

A resident of Chartwell Clair is comforted by a staff member during an outdoor
concert.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

COLLEEN

Cell: 519.581.7868

Truck &
Trailer
Maintenance

 SENIORS: Programs in place to
help older residents combat isolation,
remain active despite COVID crisis
FROM 24

and other places people
may go during this time.
McAiney says there are
many things that can be
done to keep connected to
seniors, especially if they
don’t have internet, including phone calls, porch
and lawn visits. She says
the social and mental wellbeing is just as important
as physical health.
“The main thing would
be to keep active. So, keep
physically active, keep
mentally active, keep
socially active, because
that’s going to help us
through the pandemic,
and then afterwards as
well. If we’re not keeping
active then things are
going to deteriorate, and
we may have negative
consequences on the other
side.”
Another member of
the WWOAS group that
brought the campaign
forward is geriatric psychiatrist Dr. Sophiya Benjamin. She says the social
isolation seniors may be
experiencing is one of the
biggest problems they
face.

Seniors can combat isolation not only by using
the program to find resources to stay connected
with others, but also by
keeping to a routine each
day. Whether that’s simply
planning two good meals
or incorporating some other type of physical activity,
anything to keep the mind
and body active is a good
start, she suggested.
“I would also reach out
to community members
who are families over
older adults to make sure
they are calling them,”
said Benjamin. “Or, if they
are savvy with a computer
or they have any type of
phone or computer, (having) a virtual connection
to setup with the family
online… it benefits both
generations greatly to do
some of these things so we
are staying connected.”
Information on the new
Stay Safe campaign can be
found online at the-ria.ca/
resources/waterloo-wellington-older-adult-strategy/. And resources for
older adults can be found
at www.caredove.com/
wwcss.

PLACES OF FAITH
WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE

NURSERY
PROVIDED

SUNDAY
SCHOOL

Join Us Online
Every Sunday
WOODSIDE

9:15 & 11:00 AM

woodsidechurch.ca/live
Elmira
Mennonite
Church

Worship: 9:30am

Father’s Day
Erv Wiens preaching

Service moved on-line.
Please contact the church office
(elmiramennonitechurch@golden.net)
for access info.

58 Church St. W., Elmira • 519-669-5123

HEARING
ASSISTED

Cardlock
Fuel
Management

COMMERCIAL 24
CARDLOCK
FUEL DEPOT HOUR
M&G
MILLWRIGHTS LTD.
• Design
• Installation
• Custom Fabrication

MATERIAL HANDLING
& PROCESSING SYSTEMS

519.669.5105
1540 FLORADALE ROAD

www.mgmill.com

NANCY
KOEBEL

Home: 519.747.4388

Freedom 55 Financial is a
division of The Canada Life
Assurance Company

Individual life insurance, mortgage insurance,
business insurance, employee benefits programs,
critical illness insurance, disability coverage,

RRSPs, RESPs, RRIFs, LIFs and Annuities.
652 Waterbury Lane, Waterloo
24-HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

TOTAL
HOME ENERGY SYSTEMS

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

YOUR OIL, PROPANE,
NATURAL GAS AND
AIR CONDITIONING EXPERTS
VERMONT
Castings

11 HENRY ST. - UNIT 9, ST. JACOBS

519.664.2008

Vacuum Sales,
Repairs Se
Service
All Makes & Models

9 Church St. E., Elmira

519-669-8362
Email: elmiravacuum@gmail.com

Quality & Service
you can trust.

21 Industrial Dr., Elmira
519.669.2884 | martinselmira.com

Education and Treatment

Your First Step to
Better Hearing

519-669-9919
charlene@bauerhearing.com
25 Industrial Drive, Elmira

Additional information:

P.O. BOX 247, ELMIRA

Bus: 519.744.5433

On April 4, 2020, Woolwich Mayor Sandy
Shantz launched the Woolwich Residents
Support Fund (WRSF) on behalf of Woolwich Township Council.
The WRSF will initially address the anticipated unprecedented needs that many
Woolwich residents will experience due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the
WRSF will continue to address ongoing
needs experienced by Woolwich residents
long after the pandemic has ended.
In general, the fund will provide onetime financial support to an applicant.
However, we realize that no two cases are
the same. Unique situations may require
further support that otherwise would not
be accessible for the ongoing needs of the
individual.
Prior to an applicant drawing from the
WRSF, the Fund Review Committee will
access other community services and
funds that may be able to support and/or
provide for the individual.
While eligibility practices and an application process are in place, it should be
noted that in unique, complex, crisis
and acute circumstances funds may be
provided at the discretion of the Fund
Review Committee, assuming the core
criteria of the fund are met.
“What a great example of the barn-raising spirit that has always existed in Woolwich,” said Mayor Shantz about the Fund
during her video announcement on what
would have been the Elmira Maple Syrup
Festival day.

Access to the Fund is available by contacting:
1. Community Care Concepts of
Woolwich, Wellesley and Wilmot
2. Woolwich Community Services
3. Woolwich Counseling Centre
4. Woolwich Community Health Centre

SANYO CANADIAN

Fund Administrator: Woolwich Community
Services

MACHINE WORKS INCORPORATED

Fund Review Committee:
Kelly Christie – Executive Director,
Woolwich Community Services
Cathy Harrington – Executive Director,
Community Care Concepts

33 Industrial Dr., Elmira 519.669.1591

Woolwich Township Ward 1 Councillor

Donations to the WRSF may be mailed to
Woolwich Community Services, 5 Memorial
Ave., Elmira, ON N3B 2P6 or through the
website on the WCS Donate page.

The Community Events Calendar is reserved for non-profit
local events that are offered free to the public. Placement
is not guaranteed. Registrations, corporate events,
open houses and similar events do not qualify for free
advertising. See complete policy online. All submissions are
to be made online at ads.observerxtra.com/event-listing/.

New to the Community?
Do you have a new Baby?
It’s time to call
your Welcome
Wagon Hostess.
Elmira & Surrounding Area

SHARON GINGRICH 519.291.6763 | psgingrich@hotmail.ca

How can I
help you?
519.514.6051

pmerlihan@woolwich.ca

www.merlihan.com

Woolwich

Healthy
Communities
healthywoolwich.org

The place to
get involved.
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Projects & News
• Sub-Committee updates
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Our dental problems stem from changes in our diet
Q. Crowded teeth,
cavities, gum disease,
impacted wisdom teeth
— why are we humans
afflicted with so many
dental problems?
A. “Most other vertebrate creatures do not have
the same problems that we
do,” says dental anthropologist Peter Ungar in “Scientific American” magazine.
“They rarely have crooked
teeth or cavities. Our fossil
forebears did not have
impacted wisdom teeth,
and few appear to have had
gum disease.” The teeth
of modern-day humans
are the hardest parts of
our body yet are incredibly
fragile, a contradiction
limited to industrial-age
and contemporary populations and indicative

of “a mismatch between
today’s diets and those for
which our teeth and jaws
evolved.”
Consider dental caries
(cavities), the most common and pervasive chronic
disease in the world, afflicting more than nine in 10
Americans and billions of
people across the globe.
The biggest jump in the
caries rate came with the
Industrial Revolution and
our modern diets, "unlike
any in the history of life
on our planet.” Highly
processed foods are softer
and cleaner, requiring less
chewing to cut the organic
film and with fewer dietary
abrasives to smooth areas
where plaque bacteria
build up. As cavities grow,
they can overwhelm the
natural defenses of the

teeth.
Basically, Ungar explains, “from an evolutionary perspective, a couple
of centuries is… not nearly
enough time for our teeth
to adapt to the changes
in our oral environment
wrought by the introduction of table sugar and
processed foods.”
Q. If you’re a frequent
internet user, you
undoubtedly know the
meaning of “meme,”
something that spreads
all over the net. But do
you know its origin? And
what about the origin of
“vaccine”?
A. Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins
created the word “meme”
when he was hunting for
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an idea-focused counterpart to the concept of a
gene, says David Silverberg
in “New Scientist” magazine, drawing on the new
podcast “Science Diction,”
hosted by Johanna Mayer.
Looking for a word to indicate what happens when
cultural phenomena replicate themselves over and
over, Dawkins borrowed
from the Greek “mimema” (imitated), blended it
with “gene” and created
“meme.”
“Vaccine,” dating back to
the late 18th century, was
coined by British physician
Edward Jenner when testing whether using cowpox
could prevent the related

A FOND FAREWELL
In this season of uncertainly, it might be helpful
to remind ourselves of this
paramount fact: As of May
2020, the world’s population was 7.8 billion. If that
number doesn’t sound very
big, consider that it would

ons Club recently decided
to put on hiatus its biggest
fundraiser of the year,
what would have been
the 36th annual slo-pitch
tournament, an activity
they’ve been running for
about 10 years.
Blair Cressman, acting
president of the club, says
they postponed making a
decision while they waited
for the government’s position on reopening from the
lockdown. However, after
the most recent announcement from the province,
the club decided it would
not be possible to run the
event.
“It’s a tough situation
from a whole bunch of facets as far as doing the right
thing for both the partici-

Sheeger@woolwichobserver.com





STRANGE BUT TRUE

BY SEAN HEEGER





BILL&RICH SONES

315 Arthur St. S., Elmira | 519-669-5403

Add the Don Green slopitch tournament to the list
of local events that have
been cancelled thanks to
the coronavirus pandemic.
Over the last few weeks,
municipalities and organizations have made the
difficult decision to cancel
many of the usual summer
event. The likes of Canada
Day celebrations and the
Wellesley Apple Butter and
Cheese Festival have been
scrapped this year due to
public-safety concerns
related to the novel coronavirus.
Despite the event being
a few months away, the
Wellesley and District LiOBSERVER SUDOKU

The Observer Crossword looks to challenge you and get your brain firing on all synapes. This crossword is only
published in The Observer handcrafted exclusively for our audience. Happy word-smithing!

ACROSS
1. Calyx part
5. Fast talk
10. Stop
15. Is this __?!
16. Conk out
18. Male spouses
20. End of road
23. 3.14
24. Yo Yo __
25. Dracula, at times
26. Branch
27. Addict
29. Call on
31. Half a gone-by
bird
32. Long, long time
34. Connects ileum
and abdominal wall
37. Near
38. Spraying
40. Milk-Bone biscuit,

e.g.
42. "Pumping ___"
43. Comet's path
45. Extinguish
48. Decorated, as a
cake
49. Using profanity
50. Campaigner, for
short
51. Breakfast staple
52. Bicycle capital of
Germany
53. Locale
54. Appetite
55. Acceptances
56. "M*A*S*H" setting
57. Constitutes
59. ___ lab
60. Pet form of Christopher
61. "Ars amatoria" poet
62. 100 dinars

take someone an estimated
250 years to count to 7.8
billion out loud.
Looking at the balance of
things, every second about
4 people are born and 2
people die. As these numbers add up, we’ll probably
reach 9 billion by 2045.
Today’s 7.8 billion people
reside in 194 countries and
speak some 7,000 languages. A relatively few more
are male than female, with
a median age of 30 years.
Most are right-handed.
In the sweep of time, a
total 100 billion humans
have lived on Earth, and
of these, only 7.8% are
living today. Lucky us! As
we close the book on our
“Strange But True” column, we bid you, our loyal
readers, a fond farewell.
We thank you and wish you
well in the coming years.
Bill is a journalist, Rich holds a
doctorate in physics. Together the
brothers bring you “Strange But True.”

Wellesley Lions cancel this year’s Don Green
slo-pitch fundraiser due to coronavirus concerns




































but deadly disease smallpox. He gave cowpox to an
8-year-old boy and then
exposed him to a sample of
smallpox, itself a violation
of “about 1000 ethical
rules, but it went down in
history as the first official
scientifically documented
vaccination,” says Mayer.
Jenner drew on the Latin
words “variola” (pustules)
and “vacca” (something
from a cow); hence, “variola vaccine” refers to
cow pustules or cowpox.
Despite being exposed to
smallpox dozens of times,
the boy never contracted
the disease.

63. "Green Gables" girl 19. One who imports
64. 1987 Costner role 21. Native Americans
22. Kosher ___
28. Widely honoured
DOWN
30. Arrays
1. Na2CO3
31. Pair
2. Liveliness
33. Femme fatale
3. Annex
35. Ogre
4. Instead
6. Running out of clues 36. Halftime, myself
39. Affirmative action
for 2-letter words
41. Animal with a snout
7. Break
8. Southern breakfast 44. Diminish
46. Bit of dust
dish
9. Together, they could 47. "Guilty," e.g.
48. Anger
be a bore
49. "So ___ me!"
10. ___ green
51. "Ciao!"
11. Toward
52. __ goodness!
12. Tympanic mem53. Half mediocre
brane of the ear
58. Horse
13. Caribbean, e.g.
59. God like
14. Admittance
60. Holy text
17. Banner



  








 







 



 




HOW TO PLAY: Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9 only once. Each 3x3 box is
outlined with a darker line. Numbers are preplaced to get you started.

pants and volunteers’ safety. Liability for the club
and even concerns around
getting the insurance that
is necessary to run the
tournament in partnership
with the township, and
[even] just the optics were
some of the bigger items
of having an event like
the tournament, which
involves a large gathering
of friends, neighbours and
community people… it’s
tough but we want to do
what’s right at this time,”
said Cressman. “We look
forward to coming back
with a strong tournament
in 2021.”
The club also considered postponing the tournament, pushing it into
September, but Cressman
says there was hesitation
from older members from
the Lions because larger
events like the ABC Festival and fall fair had already been removed from
this year’s docket.
“With those events
falling in September, and
for us to just postpone by
one month, we have to be
mindful of the conditions
and the right atmosphere
from large tournaments.
We just felt it would be the
right thing for us to be a
leader and cancel it this
year and come back stronger in 2021,” he added.
Started in the 1980s by
the family of the late Don
Green, a man well known
in the agriculture community, the tournament run
in his honour was taken
CANCELLATION | 28
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PATIO IS OPEN!

ON THE CUSP OF SUMMER

Thank you for your support through COVID.

We are “Hoppy” to be Open!

LO C AT E D I N E L M I R A

21B INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
519-210-2102

ruralrootsbrewery.ca

Wed 1-7 PM | THU, FRI & SAT 12 - 10:30 PM | SUN 1 - 7 PM
Summer officially arrives on Saturday. The season is anticipated to be both hotter and drier than average, unlike cooler
weather we had this spring.
[ DAMON MACLEAN]

 CHEF'S TABLE: This one's as easy as pie
FROM 24

2. Transfer crumbs to 9-inch
pie plate. Using bottom of measuring cup, press crumbs into
bottom and up sides of plate.
Bake until crust is fragrant and
beginning to brown, about 15
minutes. Let crust cool completely on wire rack, about 35
minutes. Increase oven temperature to 375 F.
3. Reserve 3 tablespoons
condensed milk. Whisk
remaining condensed milk
and egg yolks together in
bowl until smooth. Slowly
whisk in lemon juice. Pour
filling into cooled pie crust.
Bake pie until edges are
beginning to set but center
still jiggles when shaken,
about 15 minutes.
4. Let cool for 1 hour on
wire rack. Refrigerate until
chilled and set, at least 3
hours or up to 24 hours.
5. Using stand mixer
fitted with whisk, whip
cream, reserved condensed
milk and the vanilla on
medium-low speed until
foamy, about 1 minute.
Increase speed to high and
whip until stiff peaks form,
1 to 3 minutes. Spread
whipped cream evenly over
top of pie. Serve.
For 25 years, confident cooks in
the know have relied on America's
Test Kitchen for rigorously
tested recipes developed by
professional test cooks and
vetted by 60,000 at-home recipe
testers. See more online at www.
americastestkitchen.com/TCA.

EXT:png:END EXT

RIVER SPA & BOUTIQUE

JULIE MARTIN

Manicures • Facials
Ear Candling • Foot De-tox Baths
To Book an appointment call 519.699.4655
#3 Chapel St., Hawkesville, Ontario

In my home childcare available during
the day! Call me about datenights too!
Actual retail prices are set by dealer and may vary. Taxes are additional and may vary. Freight and PDI charges may be additional and may vary by dealer. Models subject to limited availability.
Specifications and programs are subject to change without notice. Images may not reflect dealers inventory and/or unit specifications.
* $300 rebate applicable on the purchase of a Cub Cadet Ultmia ZT1, Ultima ZT2 or RZT SX Zero-turn mower (ZT1 42, ZT1 46, ZT1 50, ZT1 54, ZT2 50, ZT2 54, ZT2 60, RZT SX42 KH, RZT SX 50 and RZT SX54).
*$400 rebate applicable on the puchase of a Cub Cadet Z-Force S, Z-Force SX, Ultima ZTX6 zero-turn mower (Z-Force S48, Z-Force S54, Z-Force S60, Z-Force SX48, Z-Force SX54, Z-Force SX60,
ZTX4 54, ZTX4 60, ZTX6 48, ZTX6 54 and ZTX6 60).
**The 0% - 36 months financing is applicable on the purchase of a Cub Cadet XT2 or XT3 rider XT2, LX42, XT2, LX46, XT2 LX46 FAB SE, XT2 SLX50 FAB, XT2 SLX54 FAB, XT2 GX54 FAB and XT3 GSX .
Father’s Day offers valid from June 11 to 30, 2020 at your participating dealer. Offers may not be combined with other offers. Models subject to limited availability. See your local Club Cadet dealer
for more details.
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A SIGN OF THE TIMES

VINYL

VINYL

SPC CLICK
VINYL PLANKS

$
FROM

New street art and signs have popped up throughout Elmira encouraging people to support local businesses, as well as
to follow social distancing measures.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

over by the club about a
decade ago. Since then,
the Lions have put on a
tournament that normally consists of 16 teams
across multiple divisions,
bringing out at least 200
players, and even more
volunteers and spectators.

Normally the money
raised from the tournament is given to sports
and recreation service
projects within the community in memory of
Green. To make up for
the lost funds, the club is
looking into working with
the township and community partners to come up

with ideas for events in
lieu of the tournament.
Cressman says they are
just starting to put together a committee to start
looking into what they
can collectively come up
with, however, “it’s still
very early and it’s likely
an event won’t happen
until the late-fall.”
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TILE
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CARPET
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Rent soft water

$9.95

*for first three months

519.744.2248

427 Gage Ave • Kitchener
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GLOSS
LAMINATE
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BACKSPLASH
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49
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SOLID OAK
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NATURAL RUSTIC
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99
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MDF
PRIMED WHITE

BASEBOARDS

5’ X 7’

MORE STYLES AND
SIZES TO CHOOSE
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The Don Green Memorial slo-pitch tournament has become a significant fundraiser for the Lions Club.
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 CANCELLATION: Fundraising tournament the latest
victim of effort to curb spread of the novel coronavirus
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CHECK OUT SOME OF OUR IN-STOCK INVENTORY
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